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University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics
Board of Governors

March Zl, 1985
1:30 P.M.

555 Diehl Hall
University of Minnesota Campus

Agenda

I. Minutes - February 27, 1985

II. Chairman's Report
Mr. J. E. Meilahn, for Ms. Barbara O'Grady

III. Hospital Director's Report
Mr. C. Edward Schwartz, Hospital Director

IV. Committee Reports

A. Planning and Development Committee Report
- Mr. C. Edward Schwartz

1. Purchasing Quarterly Report
2. Purchasing Policies and Procedures
3. Strategic Planning Steering Committee

B. Joint Conference Committee Report
- Ms. Phyllis Ellis, Committee Chair

1. JCAH Survey Findings
2. Patient Relations Program Report
3. Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report
4. Clinical Chiefs Report

C. Finance Committee Report
- Mr. J. E. Meilahn, Committee Chair

1. February YTD Financial Statements
2. CUHCC Resolution on Restricted Funds
3. Comparable Worth Update

V. Health Sciences Activity Report
- Dr. Neal A. Vanselow

VI. Other

~VII. Adjournment

" Sports Medicine Institute Open House immediately following
the Board meeting in Room 6-209 Phillips-Wangensteen Bldg."

(Information)

(Information)

(Approval)
(Approval)
(Information)

(Information)
(Information)
(Information)
(Information)

(Information)
(Approval)
(Information)

(Information)
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,
Minutes

Board of Governors

University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics

February Z7, 1985

CAlL TO ORDER:

Chairman Barbara O'Grady called the February 27, 1985 meeting of the Board of
Governors to order at 1:45 p.m., in Room 555 Diehl Hall.

A'ITENDANCE:

Present:

Absent:

Don Doughman, M.D. (for Roby Thompson, M.D.)
Phyllis Ellis
Al Hanser
George Heenan
Bradley Hillstrom
Kris Johnson
Robert Latz
Jerry Meilahn
Virgil Moline
Robert Nickoloff
Barbara O'Grady
C. Edward Schwartz
Neal Vanselow, M.D.

David Lilly
James Moller, M.D.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:

The Board of Governors seconded and passed a motion to approve the minutes of
the January 23, 1985 meeting as written.

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT:

Chairman Barbara O'Grady reviewed the composition and responsibility of the
Finance Committee, the Joint Conference Committee and the Planning and
Development Committee and noted that the minutes for each would, on a monthly
basis, be included in the Board packet as a way of providing non-committee
members with a summary of business conducted.
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Chairman O'Grady asked that the Governors hold the evening of April 24, 1985
for a dinner honoring the incoming and recently retired Board members.

The Board of Governors agreed to continue meeting on the fourth Wednesday of
every month at 1:30 in Room 555 in Diehl Hall.

Lastly, Ms. 0' Grady noted two events for local hospital trustees, a May 8th
conference and a reception for legislators being sponsored by the Hospital
Trustee Council on March 6th. Volunteers were solicited for the March 6th
event. Information on the May 8th conference should be received by mail.

FINANCE C(Jf4I'ITEE REPORT:

Committee Chairman Jerry Meilahn asked Mr. Cliff Fearing to summarize year-to
date activity levels. Through January of 1985 inpatient admissions are
running about 4% under budget while the average length of stay is running 5.5%
under bUdget, resulting in a negative variance from budgeted levels of 10.4%
for patient days. Year-to-date clinic census is just above budgeted levels
( 1.7%) while the Hospi tals statement of operations reflects a $9.4 million
favorable variance of revenue over expenses. Mr. Fearing also detailed the
revised year end projections based on the activity experienced for the first
seven months of the fiscal year.

Following a summary of the Hospitals practice for handling bad debts, the
Board of Governors seconded and passed a motion to approve a bad debt write
off for the second quarter of the 1984-85 fiscal year of $870,000.

Thirdly, Mr. Fearing reviewed the plan of refinancing the University of
Minnesota and Clinics Series 1982 Bonds. The combination fixed and variable
rate financing is expected to be concluded in April of 1985 with the issuance
of approximately $60 million in variable rate demand bonds. Approximately $97
million in conventional long term fixed rate bonds had been issued on
February 13th. The cost per patient day of debt had been been almost $84.00.
The refinancing plan results in an estimated cost per patient day of debt
service of $69.00.

In January, the Board of Governors had endorsed, in concept, the Hospitals
proceeding to acquire property and begin planning for a parking ramp for
patients and visitors. At that time, Mr. Fearing reported, a financial
analysis was presented that contemplated using variable rate debt as the
source of capital for the facility.

The Finance Committee had reviewed a financing plan that would add the parking
structure financing ($5 million) to the planned $60 million variable rate
demand issue as part of the refinancing of the 1982 Series Bonds. Following
some discussion, the Board of Governors seconded and passed a motion to
endorse the following recommendation:
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The Board of Governors endorse the issuance of
of $5 million in variable rate demand bonds for
the parking facility in conjunction with the
$60 million in variable rate demand bonds required
to complete the refunding of the 1982 Series
Hospital Bonds.

Mr. Jan Halverson reviewed the Articles of Incorporation for Critical Care
Services, Inc., the non-profit corporation fonned for the purpose of owning
and operating the helicopter pegram. Mr. Halverson confirmed that the proposed
bylaws of the corporation, which were included for infonnational purposes,
allow for an act of majority of directors present to be the act of the
corporation's board, except in amending the bylaws and noted that a tax exempt
status will be sought for the separate legal entity following incorporation.

With that infonnation, the Board of Governors seconded and passed a motion to
approve the Articles of Incorporation of Critical Care Services, Inc., as
written.

Lastly, Mr. Greg Hart outlined several elements of the job evaluation of
comparable worth issues. He summarized the historical development of
comparable worth, the method used by the Hospitals to evaluate job
classifications and the discussions to date with University officers on
implementation of comparable worth salary adjustments for Hospital employees.
It is the Hospitals objective, he noted, to implement comparable worth such
that the Hospitals social and legal obligations are met and in a manner which
considers the Hospitals financial constraints and competitive environment.

In conclusion Mr. Hart responded to a series of questions and agreed to return
to the March Board meeting for continued discussion of this topic.

HOSPITAL DIRECTOR'S REPORT:

Mr. C. Edward Schwartz reported that the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals had awarded the University Hospitals a full three year accreditation
contingent upon the documented improvement of the number of delinquent medical
records.

Secondly, Mr. Schwartz reported that the University Hospital Consortium had,
as a group, undertaken a strategic planning effort and that a meeting would be
held on March 5, 1985 to discuss the specifics of group purchasing.

Lastly, Mr. Schwartz reported on the preliminary work done by Governor
Perpich's task force appointed to examine the promotion of Minnesota's health
resources.

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT cot«IT1'EE REPORT:

Mr. Robert Latz began the Planning and Development Committee report by asking
Mr. Geoff Kaufmann to review the story boards for the University of Minnesota
Hospitals and Clinics television commercials. Those commercials, which were
produced at a budget of approximately $200,000, will begin airing on March
18th and will run several times a day, state-wide, for eight weeks.
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" Secondly, Mr. Latz reported that the Hospital giving levels year-to-date had
surpassed the $500,000 level.

Thirdly, Mr. Mark Koenig summarized the progress on the Unit J facility. The
project is still on schedule and considerably under budget and the substantial
completion date is still slated for March, 1986. The current best estimate
for final cost under budget is slightly less than $12 million; 79% of these
funds have been committed to date and 52% of the work has been paid to date.
Progress on Unit J I S interior is substantial with installation of interior
studs substantially complete in all areas except levels, 3, 7, and 8. Sheet
rocking on levels 1, 2, 4 and 5 is substantially complete. Average on-site
manpower during this most recent period was 280 persons.

JOINT CONFERENCE COHHITfEE REPORT:

Ms. Phyllis Ellis presented three items that had been endorsed by the Joint
Conference Committee for Board approval. The first related to changes in the
Medical Staff Bylaws and Rules and Regulations regarding malpractice
insurance. The Joint Conference Committee recommended that the Medical Staff
Bylaws be modified to move all medical staff members to a standardized $1
million minimum coverage for malpractice insurance and move to a standardized
naming of the Board of Regents as an insured under the staff members policies.
The Board of Governors seconded and passed a motion to approve these changes
as presented.

Secondly, the Joint Conference Committee had endorsed the addition to the
Medical Staff Bylaws of a Cardiovascular Services Advisory Committee.
Following brief discussion regarding the genesis of this recommended
committee, the Board seconded and passed a motion to approve this change as
presented.

Thirdly, Ms. Helen Pitt, Associate Director for Nursing Services, presented
background information on the End Stage Renal Disease program and presented
policy changes for the kidney dialysis area. Policy changes for this program
must be approved on an annual basis by the Hospitals governing body. The
Board of Governors seconded and passed a motion to approve these policy
changes as written.

ADJOORNMENT:

There being no further business the meeting of the Board of Governors was
adjourned at 4:10 p.m.

Respectfully submitted",

~[,~
Nancy C. Janda
Executive Assistant

to the Board of Governors
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Minutes

Planning and Development Coamittee

March 13, 1985

CALL 10 ORDER:

Conmittee Chairman Robert Latz called the March 13, 1985 meeting of the
Planning and Development Committee to order at 10:08 a.m., in Hospital Dining
Room III.

Attendance: Present: Robert Latz, Chair
Clint Hewitt
Kris Johnson
Geoff Kaufmann
John LaBree, M.D.
C. Edward Schwartz
I. Dodd Wilson, M.D.

Absent:

Staff:

APPROVAL OF MINUI'F.S:

Frank Cerra, M.D.
Virgil Moline

Ed Howell
Nancy Janda
Mark Koenig
Ken Merwin

The minutes of the February 13, 1985 meeting were approved as submitted.

STRATEGIC PLANNING STEERING COMMITtEE DISCUSSION:

Chairman Latz asked that the Committee be briefed and updated on the
functioning of the Strategic Planning and Steering Committee. Mr. C. Edward
Schwartz began the discussion by talking about the history of the development
of the function within University Hospitals and the parallel structure that is
now taking place at the Medical Staff level. The goal of both of these
organizations is to develop a joint venture concept in their planning and
development so that the Hospital and medical staff can plan in unison for the
changing health care environment.
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The strategic planning detailed work-plan was then disseminated to the group
and discussion ensued on the various aspects of this plan. Mr. Geoff Kaufmann
talked about the three phase approach in the strategic planning work-plan,
Phase I being the analysis of existing internal and external environments,
Phase II discussing the major strategy development and Phase III the tactical
and operational development phase.

Discussion then moved to the topic of mission reformation and mention was made
that this task force has met and will continue to meet in the reformulation of
the University Hospitals Mission statement. The goal of this task force is to
reassess the 1978 mission statement, make changes as deemed necessary to
conform with current practice in 1985 and to set the stage for additional
mission reformation during the strategic planning effort between March and

_September 1985. Chairman Latz emphasized the need to allow the strategy
development to shape the mission and the mission to shape the strategy
development so that at the conclusion of the strategic planning process a
mission would be in place that accurately reflects those desires of the
institution.

Chairman Latz suggested that a short list of areas of concern be developed
that could be major topics of discussion at future meetings as well as topics
of discussion and information at the Board meeting to include such areas as
the federal health care policy and reimbursement issues and local competition
issues. The discussion concluded with an overall conversation regarding
communication and the importance of the dissemination of planning activities
both from an informational perspective and a data gathering perspective so
that all levels of the organization have input to the planning process. This
was a particular concern of the physicians that the medical staff have broad
input into the planning process.

FlTl'URE AGENDA ITEMS:

Mr. Geoff Kaufmann distributed a list of potential agenda items for the April,
May and June meetings of the Planning and Development Committee. The items
included strategic planning, facility information and update, capital
development items, and other pertinent agenda topics for the next three
months. These items will be prioritized by Chairman Latz and staff and
formalized into specific agendas for the next three month period.

PURCHASING QUARTERLY REPORT:

Mr. Ed Howell detailed the history of the delegation of the purchasing
function from the University to University Hospitals. He then proceeded to
discuss the quarterly purchasing report emphasizing the different topics
covered in the report including the purchase order analysis, the confirming
order analysis, set aside awards, purchase awards to other than apparent low
bidder and sole source items. The Quarterly Purchasing Report was moved as
submitted, seconded and unanimously accepted.
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PURCHASING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES:

Mr. Ed Howell discussed with the Corrmittee reconmended changes to the
purchasing policies and procedures to include changes in policies regarding
blanket contracts and product evaluation and new policies on consignment
contracts and information quotes.

The blanket contract policy would be changed to reflect consistency with the
University system. The product evaluation policy would be changed to include
general use items in the review process. Of the two new policies the
consignment contract policy would allow specific vendors the opportunity to
have their stock in the University Hospital but not be reimbursed until that
stock was utilized. This is especially key in areas where products are
difficult to get on a short-term basis.

The final policy, information quotes, would allow Uni versi ty Hospitals to
survey the vendor market without conmitment of a bid. Discussion ensued on
these four policies and with wording changes to the information quotes policy
deleting any mention of potential purchase orders. The four policies were
moved, seconded and approved.

OIHER BUSINESS:

Mr. Geoff Kaufmann reported that the University Hospitals ads will be
appearing March 18th on a number of local television stations and that the
message differs between the metro market and the greater Minnesota market.
The tour of Unit "J" was postponed until after lunch.

ADJOURNMENT:

There being no further business the meeting of the Planning and Development
Conmittee was adjourned at 11:51 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Geoff Kaufmann, Senior Associate Director
& Director of Planning and Marketing



l5TI UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

March 27, 1985

TO: Board of Governors

Hospitals and Clinics
Board of Governors
Box 502
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

FROM: Ed Howell, Associate Director

RE: Quarterly Purchasing Report

Attached is a copy of the Hospitals' Purchasing activity report
for the period November, 1984 through January, 1985. The dollar
volume of purchase for this period is elevated over the previous
period. This is due to the acquisition of a number of capital
equipment items and the issuance of some large contracts. Also, please
note that there were a number of set-aside awards during this reporting
period.

This report was endorsed by the Planning and Development Committee at
their March 13, 1985 meeting and is being submitted to YOU for approval
at the March 27th Board meeting.

Thank you for your consideration. If you would like additional information,
please feel free to contact me.

Ed/sds
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

UniverSity Hospitals and Clinics
Matenals Management Department
Box 517 Mayo Memorial Building
420 Delaware Street S.E
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

(612) 376-4460

'.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITALS &CLINICS

ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT ON PURCHASING ACTIVITY

PERIOD November 1964 - January 1985

I • PUR::HASE ORDER ANALYSIS

Ra~ge Number of P.O. t 5 Tote I Dollar Value

50 - 5499 4176 5 567,182.70
5500 - $ 1,999 835 5 848,860.73
$2,000 - 54,999 266 $ 825,858.18
55,000 - 59,999 113 5 B19,187.89
$10,000 - OVER 76 $ 1,395,019.29
TOTAL PURCHASE ORDERS 5465 $ 4,456,108.79

I I • .CONF I R~ ING ORJERS

~ Range Number of p.O. '~ Toto I 00 I Ier Va Iue

5e - 599 195 5 8,795.23
5100 - 5499 261 5 69,264.16
5500 5999 34 5 23,448.74
51,000 - S1,999 27 S 39,508.39
52,000 - OVER 20 5 161,839.93
TOTAL CONFIRMING ORDERS 537 $ 302,856.~S

TOTAL 6003 $ a,758,965.2a

I I I • SET ASIDE AWARDS

(Attachment C)

IV. PURCHASE AWAR::lS TO OTHER THAN APPARENT LOW BIDDER

(Attachment A)

V. SOLE SOURCE

(Attachment B)

(.,

HEALTH SCIENCES
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A'ITACHMENT A

IV. PURCHASE AWARD TO OI'HER THAN La-;r BIDDER $5,000.00 OR M:>RE.

P.O. NUMBER VENOOR/ITEM
TOTAL DOLLAR VALUE

DOLLAR VALUE :LCM' BID DEPAR'IMEt-..'T..
1. H018458 Narco/Defibrillator $28,165.00 $26,231.25 Materials

Reason: Not conducive to standardization of parts,
equipment and training of crash cart user.

H018458 Elliot Med/
Defibrillator

$28,165.00 $24,500.00 Materials

Reason: Not a:rx:1..J=t:i\e to standardization of parts,
equipment and training of crash cart users.

2. H018456 Leeds/Microscope $5,548.00 $4,986.00 Labs.

Reason: Unable to focus clearly.

H018456 F.E. Fryer/Micro
scope

$5,548.00 $3,998.00 Labs.

85-161

Reason: Unable to focus clearly.

eurtin/Lab Supplies #9, 750.00
Line U

$3,990.00 Labs.

Reason: Change in reagents would involve cost
prohibitive studies.

85-161 Ortho Diagnostics/ $9,750.00
Lab Supplies
Line #1

$8,533.31 Labs

"",."'.

Reason: Change in reagents would involve cost
prohibitive studies.

4. H024179 Varian/Spectro
photaneter

$16,278.00 $12,424.00
$14,427.00
$15,430.00

Labs.

Reason: Three alternates do not provide video
display, can only be calibrated with
three rather than five standards and
supplies utilized are more expensive than
awarded equipment.

5. 85-181 Kolling/Feeding
Tubes

$16,320.00 $13,365.00 Materials

Reason: Kinks found in tubing, rough tip and tip
angle too acute.
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P.O. NUMBER

85-182

VENOOR/ITEM

UHS/Feeding Tubes

TOTAL
DOUAR VALUE

$8,320.00

DOLLAR VALUE
LOO BID

$4,973.28

DEPAR1ME:;I\."T

Materials

7. H011697

Reason: Polyurethane canposition specified with
silicone bid. Inner Diameter smaller than
specified. Stylet too soft.

Alpha Therapeutic/ $446,250.00 $340,000.00
Blood Products
Lines 1 - 4

-.
Labs.

H011697

Reason: Non heat treated products are unacceptable.

Armour Pharmaceutical/ $446,250.00 $382,500.00 Labs.
Blood Products
Lines 1-4

Reason: UMHC maintains that Red Cross concentrate,
prepared fran all volunteer donors, should
by its nature present less risk of trans
mitting aids to patients.

Note: This vendor received a contract as a secondary
supplier.

H011697 Cutter/Blood
Products
Lines 1-4

$446,250.00 $420,750.00 Labs.

Reason: UMHC maintains that Red Cross concentrate,
prepared fran all volunteer donors, should
by its nature present less risk of trans
mitting aids to patients.

Note: This vendor received a contract as a secondary
supplier. ,: ... ,

H01l697 Hyland/Blood Products $446,250.00 $442,000.00
Lines 1-4

Reason: UMHC maintains that Red Cross concentrate,
prepared fran all volunteer donors, should
by its nature present less risk of trans
mitting aids to patients.

Labs.

Note: This vendor received a contract as a secondary
supplier.
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P.O. NUMBER

C 8. H024186

VENDOR/ITEM

Gilford Instr./
Kinetic System

TCYI'AL
DOLLAR VALUE

$23,385.00

DOLLAR VALUE
LOO BID

$17,500.00
$21,000.00

DEPAR'IMEu

Labs.

..
Reason: Two alternates showed higher noise levels

than desired. Output time is long and
amplified by excessive print pages. Does
not have blanking option. Requires semi-micro
curettes that are difficult to utilize.

H024186 Perkin-Elmer/
Kinetic System

$23,385.00 $10,260.00 Labs.

Reason: No CRT display, alpha numeric data print-out
and no data storage as specified.

9. 85-138 Ortho Diagnostic/
Lab Supplies

$6,241.20 $3,528.00 Labs.

Reason: Product offered did not use micronized
silica activator as specified.

85-138 American Scientific/ $6,241.20
Lab Supplies

$5,400.00 Labs.

~o. H025615

Reason: Product offered did not use micronized silica
activator as specified.

Contract Window Treat- $5,152.50 $4,950.00 E.S.
ment/Cubicle Curtains

Reason: Fabric does not match existing curtains
and is incorrect color.

H025615 Shirlike/Cubicle
Curtains

$5,152.50 $3,858.75 E.S....
.'.

Reason: Fabric does not match existing curtains
and color enhances stains.

11. H011763 Cambridge Medical/ $6,768.00
RIA Kits
Line #2

$2,664.00 Labs.

Reason: Establishment of new reference and control
ranges is cost prohibitive.

H01l763 Endo-Tech/RIA Kits $6,768.00
Line #2

$2,430.00 Labs.

Reason: Establishment of new reference and control
ranges is cost prohibitive and kit does not
agree with urine results.
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P.O. NUMBER

H01l763

VENOOR/I'I'fl.1

Travenol/RIA Kits
Line #2

'roTAL
OOLLAR VALUE

$6,768.00

OOLLAR VALUE
LOO BID

$2,160.00 Labs.

Reason: Establishment of new reference and control
ranges is cost prohibitive and kit does not
agree with urine results. ••

H01l763 Irnnuno Nuclear/
RIA Kits
Line #2

$6,768.00 $5,040.00 Labs.

Reason: Establishment of new reference and control
ranges is cost prohibitive and kit does not
agree with urine results.

H01l763 E. R. Squibb/ RIA
Kits
Line #2

$6,768.00 $3,432.00 Labs.

Reason: Establishment of new reference and control
ranges is cost prohibitive and kit does not
agree with urine results.

12. 85-290 Accugenics/Typing
Trays
Line #2

$6,000.00 $5,000.00 Labs.

Reason: Trays offered are multi-specific and not as
useful in defining antigens as the product
specified.

Reason: Trays offered are multi-specific and not as
useful in defining antigens as the product
specified.

85-290 Pel-Freez/Typing
Trays
Lines #1 & 2

$16,000.00 $12,900.00 Labs.

.....
"".... ,

13. H01l706 Pantex/Prolactin $5,850.00 $5,460.00 Labs.
Kits
Diagnostic Prods/ $5,850.00 $5,070.00
Prolactin Kits
Kallestad/prolactin $5,850.00 $4,680.00
Kits
Cambridge Med./ $5,850.00 $4,680.00
Prolactin Kits
Endo-Tech/prolacin $5,850.00 $3,399.00
Kits
Travenol/prolactin $5.850.00 $3,100.00
Kits
Line #1

14



(13. Continued)

P.O. NUMBER

Reason: Establishment of new reference values and control
ranges is not warranted at this time and long term
patient monitoring is difficult if results change
due to different assay.

TOTAL DOlLAR VALUE
VENDOR/ITEM DOlLAR VALUE La-;' BID DEPAR'IMENT

14. H01l766 American Scientific/ $26,000.00
Microtiter Plates
Line #1

$20,000.00 Lafls.

Reason: Past performance deemed unacceptable due to
warping during testing.

15. H01l761 Diagnostic Products/ $12,480.00
Slurry Kit
Line #1

$8,640.00 Labs.

Reason: Reproducibility was inconsistent and erratic.

16. H025392 Data Card/Card
Dnbosser
Line #1

$14,400.00 $13,655.00 Outpatient

Reason: System provided for 125 cards while 250 were
specified. Type wheel capacity was 52
characters, while 63 were specified.

C7. H01l702 Diagnostic Products/ $5,019.30
TSH RIA Kits
Travenol/TSH RIA $5,019.30
Kits
Line #1

$4,225.00

$4,218.00

Labs.

Reason: Establishment of new reference ranges and
control values is cost prohibitive.

18. H01l699 Immuno Nuclear/ $13,000.00
Estradiol
Endo Tech/Estradio1 $13,000.00
Diagnostic Products/ $13,000.00
Estradiol
Line #2

$11,700.00

$9,830.60
$8,450.00

Labs:

Reason: Changing products will decrease usefulness
of test results in predicting patient's
response to therapy.
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TCYI'AL DOLLAR VALUE
DOLLAR VALUE ~ BIDP.O. NUMBER

~ 19. H01l704

VENOOR/ITEM

Diagnostic Products/ $5,280.00
PTH Assay
Kallestad/PTH Assay $5,280.00
Cambridge/PTH Assay $5,280.00
Line #2

$4,560.00

$4,560.00
$2,880.00

DEPAA'lMD."T

Labs.

..

Reason: Product change would disrupt long tenn
studies in progress.

20. 85-236 Professional Tape/ $17,880.00
Labels
Line #1

$15,735.00 Labs.

Reason: Sarrples were not sul:rnitted with the bid as
specified.

21. 85-291 Abbott Labs/platelet $26,244.00
Sets
Line #11

$20,088.00 Labs.

Reason: No sarrples sul:rnitted for testing.

22. 85-274 Transhealth/Suture $10,793.27
Needles
Line #1-17

$9,338.00 Materials

Reason: Past perfonnance of unchanged alternate has
been deemed unacceptable.

23. 85-682 Red Line/Water $15,292.80
Soluble Harrper Bags
Line #1

$14,828.40 Materials

Reason: Product dissolved prematurely.
.r·...

85-682 Medline/Water $15,292.80
Soluble Harrper Bags
Line #1

$13,608.00 Materials

Reason: Packaging displaced other products in storage
areas on stations.

24. 85-260 James Phillips/Autoclave $11,220.00 $10,350.00
Bags
Am. Scientific/Autoclave $11,220.00 $8,100.00
Bags
Line #1

Materials

Reason: Contents of bag can not be viewed after closing.
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P.O. NUMBER

C25. 85-255

VENOOR/ITEM

General Medical/
Sterile Wrappers
Lines #24-34

TCYI'AL DOLLAR VALUE
DOLLAR VALUE LOO BID

$91,219.80 $90,581.00

DEPARTMEIT

Materials

Reason: Size of packaging was larger than specified.'·

85-255 AMSCO/Sterile
Wrappers
Lines #24-34

$91,219.80 $78,190.80 Materials

Reason: Incorrect product was submitted for evaluation .

• '" r_
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ATTACHMENT B

C.,· SOLE SOURCE

VENDOR CONTRACI'/P.O.# VALUE DEPARTMENT PRODUCI'

American Medical 85-284 $269,469.00 O.R. Pl!'C)Stheses

Gore & Asso. 85-273 Open O.R. Grafts

Cordis 85-272 Open O.R. Open Contract

Cardiac Pacemakers 85-278 Open O.R. Pacemakers

Medtronic 85-280 Open O.R. Pacemakers

Northern Medical 85-283 Open O.R. External Fixitors

Cook 85-282 $11,900.00 O.R. Pacemaker Introducers

Wright Linear Pump H018465 $4,645.50 Rehab Pump

Hyland Therapeutic 85-325 $46,200.00 Labs. Factor IX Blood Product

sebring 85-346 Open O.R. Inplants

Richards 85-348 Open O.R. Inplants

Cynthes 85-349 Open O.R. Inplants

Dacaned 85-350 $52,450.00 O.R. Prosthesis

Zimner 85-351 Open O.R. Inplants

sebring 85-347 Open O.R. Suprarnid Sutures
.r'

Depuy 85-353 Open O.R. Inplfu1ts

Duncan 85-352 Open O.R. Inplants
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CUHMOO~ &SERVICES
A'fTAOq.~·'CII PAGE ONE tJ

October •Jtl4

NO. OF NO. OF TOTAL REBID
VENOONS BID J J AWARD

BID/AWARO , INVIT£O RESP(WSES AWARD AWARD S.LD. VENOmS • OISPOSITI(W REMARKS
'89!J80/H-20176 16 4 $1339.32 S.E.D. Carpet list Karagheusian Shirlike '1376.10

lakes $1583.46

It Carpet Center $2135.81

2 383.00
..

G.lee's Slipcover'89584/H-20404 15 S.E.D. Draperies list Shirl ike - No Bid

H-18779 1 1 1.47 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-21282 1 1 27.22 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-18305 1 1 39.29 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-51303 1 1 287.85 Budget Paper Budget Paper

H-21283 1 1 38.07 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-18841 1 1 4.69 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-21227 1 1 24.55 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-18847 1 1 43.57 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-20439 1 1 77.20 Budget Paper Budget Paper

H-94803 1 1 339.45 Budget Paper Budget Paper

H-01936 1 1 20.09 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-07154 1 1 48.06 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-13558 1 1 t'7 •81 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-19194 1 1 29.99 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-20042 1 1 420.16 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-20168 1 1 273.75 Sexton Data Sexton Data

H-21319 1 I 360.00 Sexton Data Sexton Data
lurAL $3775.54

••
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CUHHO~lS &SERVICES
e f'

November 1984
ATrACHMF.1'rJ' "c" PAGE 'IW)

NO. OF NO. OF TOTAL R£BID
VlNUORS BID , , AWARD

DIU/AWANU , INVITED NESP~S£S AWARD AWARD S.LD. VENDORS • DISPOSITION REMARKS

H-21015 I I $ 308.94 Sexton Data Sexton Data

1 \
H-02869 J 65.36 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-01159 1 1 41.34 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-95954 1 1 339.45 Budget Paper Budget Paper

H-21486 1 1 30.60 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-18863 1 1 52.46 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-18866 1 J 5.25 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-21554 J J 26.81 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-I8812 J 1 6.60 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-22301 J 1 68.09 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-02811 1 1 329.95 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-21239 1 1 214.67 Everything for the Office Everything for the Office

H-91403 1 1 1556.64 Budget Paper Budget Paper

H-22162 1 1 76.50 lee Dental lee Dental

H-22111 1 1 78.00 lee Dental lee Dental

lDrAL $ 3264.66

N
a

,.
'..
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Everything for the Office

Everything for the Office

Everything for the Office

Everything for the Office

Everything for the Office

Everything for the Office

Everything for the Office

Everything for the Office

Everything for the Office

Everything for the Office

Everything for the Office

e l'
COMMODITIES &SERVICES ATI'ACHMFNI' "c" PAGE 'I11REE
Decelllber 19t14

NO. OF NO. OF TOTAL REBID
VLNDORS BID $ $

HID/AWARD , INVITED RESPlWSES AWARD AWARD S.£.D. VEND~S •

H-22171 1 1 $ 76.00 Lee Dental
\

H-22162 J • 76.50 Lee Dental

H-04709 1 1 12.60 Everything for the Office

H-21801 J 1 64.05 Everything for the Office

H-21240 1 1 32.85 Everything for the Office

H-18313 1 1 66.71 Everything for the Office

H-18312 J • 83.66 Everything for the Office

H-22183 1 1 28.70 Everything for the Office

H-22603 1 1 12.07 Everything for the Office

H-18311 1 1 276.10 Everything for the Office

H-02869 1 1 76.21 Everything for the Office

H-23559 1 1 12.34 Everything for the Office

H-21246 1 1 15.84 Everything for the Office

•
1UrAL $833.63

AWARD
DISPOSITION

Lee Dental

Lee Dental

f'

REMARKS

N......

'..
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

University Hospitals and Clinics
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

March 27, 1985

To:

From:

Re:

Board of Governors

Ed Howell, Associate Hospital Director

Hospital Purchasing Policies and Procedures

Consistent with the delegation of purchasing authority to the
Hospital Board of Governors, the Hospitals Purchasing Policies
and Procedures are reviewed annually. As a result of that
review, attached, for your approval, are copies of one new
policy, and modification of two existing policies. The changes
are needed to maximize the effectiveness of the Hospitals
purchasing.

Also attached is a listing of these policies and a rationale for
the change. The remainder of the Hospitals Purchasing Policies
are essentially unchanged. These new and revised policies were
endorsed by the Planning and Development Committee on March 13,
1985.

Thank you for your consideration of these policies. If you would
like additional information, please feel free to contact me.

EH/sds
attachments

HEALTH SCIENCES
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Summary

Changes to the Hospitals

Purchasing Policies &Procedures

POll CY DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE REASON FOR CHAN~E

-.
PAGE

Blanket Contracts

Consignment Contract

~Oduct Evaluation

..

$500 limit revised to
$2000

New Policy

Wording insert in the
policy

To reflect consistency 24-25
with the University
System.

To allow the institu- 26-27
tion to have stock in
the Hospital but not
to expend any dollars
until use.

To include general 28
use items in the
review process.

...r"!

.- .
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
HOSPITALS AND CLINICS Subt:litted By:

Title: BLANKET CONTRACTS Approved By: B.O.G.
Effecti\"e Date: 1-2-85 I S:J:,ersedes ~o.: 1-3-84 l'age No.: 1 of 2

Policy

In an effort to facilitate the purchasing process, obtain
favorable prices, assure product availability, and obtain
multiple items from an individual vendor, the University of
Minnestoa Hospital sand Cl in ics may issue blanket contracts
based upon the following procedures.

Procedure
;.;.~.

A. Blanket contracts are to be used when:

1. Varied items from the same vendor are purchased over the
period of a year.

2. Total individual orders will not exceed ($2000) $§gg

3. Volume conmitments will enable the Purchaser to obtain
more favorable pricing.

B. Blanket contracts generally should not be used when:

1. No benefit will derive over and above a regular purchase
order.

.r-r.

2. Prices are unknown at ordering time, or subject to change
later without notice.

~

3. Quality of vendor or service is questionable.

C. A blanket contract is prepared using the formal Requisition
form and shall include the following information:

1. The period to be covered (not to exceed one year).

2. Items and/or categories of items included.

3. Maximum quantities, if any.

c~------------_----.l
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
HOSPITALS AND CLINICS

Title: BLANKET CONTRACTS
Effectiye Date: 1-2-85 I S'J:,ers",des Xo.: 1-3-84

4. Prices and pricing arrangements.

5. Terms and billing arrangements.

SubI:'Ii t ted By:

Approved By: B.O.G.
Page No.: 2 of 2

6. Personnel authorized to order from the contract.

D. In all cases, blanket contracts must have the approval of the
Dtr~ctor of Materials or designee prior to their placement.

E. Price, F.O.B. terms, and quantity should be established when
possible before issuance of the blanket contract. When an
order is intended to cover any item handled by the supplier,
commod ity, pr ice, and quant ity are not covered. Instead of
the exact price, the manner or method of computing price
should be agreed upon at the time the blanket contract is
drawn.

F. Annually, the Department of Materials Services will review and
re-bid all blanket contracts. A list of all effective blanket
contracts will be issued to Hospital users each year and will
be updated as changes occur.

~------------------~
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
HOSPITALS AND CLINICS

1itle: CONSIGNMENT CONTRACTS

Effecti\'e Date: 1-2-85 I S:.Jperseoes ~o.:

Subr:itted By:

Approved By:

!'age No.: 1 oi 2

Pol ky

In order to mlnlmlze purchasing related cash flow commitment,
the University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics may accept
consignment stock through the Department of Materials
Services.

Procedures:

A. The use of consignment contracts by departments will be
encouraged and supported when the inventory item(s} to be
consigned can be described by one or more of the following
criterion:

l. High bulk

2. High individual acqui sit ion cost

C 3. High risk of obsolesence

4. Long acquisition lead time

B. Under a consignment contract a vendor delivers to the Hospital
a quantity of product as specified by the agreement at no
charge to the Hosp ita1. The product remains the property of
the vendor. The Hospital is responsible for safeguarding the
inventory and ordering replacement stock as the product is
used. Contract language should address, but may not be
limited to, the following issues: ~

l. Control

2. Audit

3. Renewal/extension

4. Cance 11 at ion

5. Wear/tear

6. Defective products

~
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
HOSPITALS AND CLINICS Sub=:itted By:

Title: CONSIGNMENT CONTRACTS
Effectiye Date: 1-2-85 I S~~ers~des ~o.:

Approved By:

l'age No.: 2 of 2

7. Reprocessing (if required)

8. Insurance

9. Volume

C. For Processing Consignment Contracts refer to Annual Products
Contracts.

D. A11 cons ignment contracts must so state in the body of the
Requisition/Order Payment.

'~ ----J
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
HOSPITALS AND CLINICS

11 tIe: PRODUCT EVALUATION
Effecti\'e Date: 1-2-85 I S'Jrers.:ces :\0.: 1-3-84

Subt".1 t ted By:

Approved By: B.O.G.
l'age No.: 1 ot 1

..

-

,

Policy

In order to assure appropriate quality and maintain cost
awareness, all (general use) medical/surgical supplies,
excluding pharmaceuticals and food, must be screened by and
formally evaluated through the Product Review Sub-Committee (a
sub-committee of the Hospital Product Evaluation Committee).

Procedure

A. User-Generated Request
.;...~.

1. Following the receipt of appropriate input within the
department, contact the Secretary of Product Review Sub
committee with the request.

2. The item will be placed on the sub-committee agenda
following input from other appropriate resources, and the
protocol on the Hospital Policy for Product Evaluation
13.6 will be followed.

B. Vendor-Generated Request

1. The Vendor will contact a Materials or Departmental Pur
chasing representative with a request for a product evalu-
ation.

2. The Materials or Departmental Purchasing representativ~').
will contact the Secretary of the Product Review Subcom~
mittee to place the item for consideration on the sub-com-
mittee's agenda.

3. The protocol on the Hospital Policy for Product Evaluation
13.6 will be followed.
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MINUTES
Joint Conference Committee

Board of Governors
March 13, 1985

ATTENDANCE: Present: Phyll is Ell is, Chair
Dr. Glenn Gu II ickson
Bradley Hi I Istrom
Dr. James Moller
Ed Schwartz

Absent: Dr. Paula Clayton
George Heenan
Dr. Robert Maxwel I

Staff: Kathy Countryman
Greg Hart
Kassie McManus

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

The minutes of the February 13, 1985 meeting were
approved as submitted.

MEDICAL STAFF HOSPITAL COUNCIL REPORT

Dr. James Mo I Ier reported on two items f rom the
February Medical Staff Hospital Counci I meeting.
The most notable item relates to the establ ishment
of a new role and function for the Impaired
Physicians Task Force. Dr. Moller indicated that
Dr. Quie, then Chief of Staff, originally appointed
an Impaired Physicians Task Force, with the sole
purpose of advising the Chief of Staff, at his
request, on matters of physician impairment. Over
the past year, the task force has found this role
to be somewhat restrictive. As a result, the task
force recommended, and the Medical Staff Hospital
Counci I approved, a broader role and function. The
task force and its membership wi II now be avai lable
for consultation upon the request of the Chief of
Staff, other members of the medical staff, or other
members of the Hospital staff. The task force wi II
function as an informal, consultative group, unless
it is requested by the Chief of Staff or other
Hospital officials to perform a formal function.
The task force wi I I begin its new efforts with an
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educational effort regarding the avai labi I ity of
the task force and a presentation to the medical
staff on the problems of physician impairment.

Dr. Moller also reported that the first medical
staff newsletter has been sent and that this wi I I
be a publ ication that wi II be distributed on a
monthly basis to the medical staff.

PATIENT RELATIONS REPORT

Ms. Kathy Countryman, Director of the Patient
Relations Department, reported on a number of items
relative to the Patient Relations program. She
first outf ined the history of the development of
the program and noted its broad set of relation
ships within the Hospital. She also noted the
evolutionary change in the nature of patient com
plaints, moving from matters of logistics to mat
ters of qual ity of care in some cases.
Ms. Countryman also reported that her department is
responsible for enforcement and follow-up under the
Patient Rights Act, and has performed this function
since 1973.

In response to several questions, Ms. Countryman
discussed some of the cases that her staff have
dealt with recently. Ms. Countryman also reported
that she is a member of a committee (the Patient
and Employee Relations Commmittee) which is in the
process of developing a patient satisfaction sur
vey. She noted that it is likely that the survey
will be mode Ied after that used at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital in Chicago. The Joint Conference
Committee and Board wi II have an opportunity to
review the drafts of the survey before they are
final ized.

JCAH SURVEY FINDINGS

Mr. Hart reported that the Hospital has received
notification of its survey results from the Joint
Commission as a follow-up to the November, 1984
survey. We have received a three year accredita
tion, with a contingency relative to medical record
completion. This contingency wi I I be fol lowed up
within 90 days, in the form of a report back to the
JCAH.

Mr. Hart also commented on the other recommen
dations in the Joint Commission survey. It was
noted that a large number of the
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recommendations were not discussed at the summation
conference upon the conclusion of the JCAH
surveyors' visit, and thus need to be further
explored with the Joint Commission.

CLINICAL CHIEFS REPORT

Dr. Gul I ickson reported that the new organization
of the CI inical Chiefs has been incorporated, and
the bylaws are being final ized. Dr. Gu II ickson
also reported that the Chiefs have engaged a
planning consultant who has done a substantial
amount of internal and external data collection.
It appears that the consultant's future
recommendations will revolve around development of
relationships with HMOs and development of a
"centers of excellence" approach to programs and
arketing of those programs.

-----
was adjourned.

~ Greg Hart

GH/kj

,
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

University Hospitals and Clinics
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

,

March 18, 1985

To: Members, Board of Governors

FrO~y Janda, Executive Assistant to the Board Governors

Re: Findings of the Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Hospitals

As you know, the University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics were surveyed
by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals on November 14, 15 and
16, 1984. We recently received the attached findings of that survey.

We have been awarded a full three year accreditation contingent upon the
submission of a written progress report which documents actions taken to
reduce the delinquency of medical records. There were also forty four
recommendations for future compliance with J .C.A.H. standards beyond medical
records.

This summary of findings will be reviewed for informational purposes at your
March 27th meeting.

Thank you.

NCJ/sds

HEALTH SCIENCES
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DATES OF SURVEY
NOVEMBER 14 - 16. 1984

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AND CLINICS
MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA

SURVEYORS
ROBERT L. BECKER, M.D.
BETTY e. CAHPAZZI, R.N.
WALTER W. DIGGS, FACHA
LARRY J. JOHNSTON, ADM.

ACCREDITATION
DECISION:

CONTINGENCY:

Your organization has received a three-year accreditation con
tingent upon compliance with the recommendations in this report
preceded by the symbol (C). These recommendations are summarized
below for your convenience.

1. An excessive number of delinquent medical records due to the
absence of operative reports.

Failure to achieve compliance with the recommendations preceded
by the symbol (C) may jeopardize your accreditation status.

A written progress report Ihould be lubmitted on the status of
delinquent medical records in approximately three (3) months from
the date of February 15, 1985. The report Ihould indicate the
total number of delinquent medical records in accordance with the
medical staff rulel and regulations; and the DUmber of medical
records delinquent due to the lack of a history and physical
examination or operative report. In addition, the report should
specify what actions have been taken to ensure prompt completion
of medical records in the future.

The progress report will be considered acceptable if:

A. The total number of delinquent medical records is less than
50% of the average monthly discharges (AMD);

B. The number of medical records delinquent due to the absence
of a history and physical examination is less than ten (10)
or less than 2% of the AMD, whichever is greater; and

C. The number of medical records delinquent due to the absence
of an operative report is less than ten (10) or less than 2%
of the average monthly operative procedures, whichever is
greater.

An unacceptable progress report will result in a tentative
non-accreditation decision.

The report should address only the recommendations on the
following pages preceded by this symbol (e). Recommendations
preceded by the symbol (+) should be given high priority and must
be corrected prior to the next full survey.
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UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AND CLINICS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Page 2

The report should be sent to:

Progress Report Coordinator
Department of Standards
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals
875 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

ACCREDITATION
COMMITTEE
ACTION:

The results of this report will be presented to the
Accreditation Committee. The Accreditation Committee will
consider the results of the report and may remove or modify the
contingency or, in the event that the organization's progress is
not acceptable, the organization will be contacted regarding a
tentative non-accreditation decision. The organization will be
notified by letter of the committee's decision.



UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AND CLINICS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Page 3

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE COMPLIANCE

tBI rOLLOIrIJIG UCCIQIIBDArIO.S CAB BI UFBIUCED I. TJIB ACCUDIUtIOB IWIUAL
rOIl BOSPIUL8.

In order to be cOD8iltent with recent chaDgel in the for.at of
la.e of the ~CAB Standardl, thil report containl two Itylel of
luney i.D.for.ation: the traditional luney recG-.endation and
a nevly introduced luney fiDdiDg vhich correlpondl to thole
~CAB Itandardl that appear in the new for.at. Thil chaa&e il
one of for.at only and bearl no additional Ii&nificance.

ANESTHESIA SERVICES

1. Written anesthesia safety regulations shall provide for the specific
identification of each flammable and nonflammable anesthetizing location, and
fabrics permitted for use in anesthetizing areas. (3, 4)

BUILDING AND GROUNDS SAFETY

The following recommendations under Building and
Grounds Safety have been derived from the "Accredi
tation Manual for Hospitals," the 1981 Life Safety
Code, and other relevant publications of the National
Fire Protection Association. When a hospital cannot
achieve specific compliance with the recommendations
in a cost-effective manner, alternate measures may
exist and should be pursued to establish possible
equivalency in assuring safety to life.

(+) 1. As previously reported, doors in partitions separating hazardous areas shall
be self-closing and shall not be equipped with hold-open devices unless such
devices are released by the fire alarm system and either local smoke detectors
or an approved ArES. Specific reference is made to the locker area on the
first floor. (NFPA - 101: 12-2.11.6, 13-2.11.5)

2. Every exit shall be so arranged that no corridor has a pocket or dead end
exceeding 30 feet in which occupants might be trapped. Existing dead-end
corridor. are undesirable and shall be altered whenever possible so that exits
will be accessible in at least 2 different directions from all points in
aisles, passageways, and corridors. (NFPA - 101: 12-2.5.8, 13-2.5.5)

(+) 3. Any aisle or corridor required for exit access shall be clear and
unobstructed. Specific reference is made to space problems in the cardiac
care unit and the pediatric area. It was noted that construction work
scheduled for completion in 1986 should correct this problem. (NFPA - 101:
12, 13-2.5.2)
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UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AND CLINICS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Page 4

DIETETIC SERVICES

1. There mult be a current diet manual or handbook that indicates the nutritional
deficienci.1 of any diet. (16)

Some effort in the monitoring and evaluation of the quality
and appropriateness of patient care services provided by
the Dietetic department/service is recognized. However,
the following findings indicate that not all aspects of
this function are in full compliance with the Required
Characteristics of Standard VII, Dietetic Services.

2. The process for the monitoring and evaluation of patient care services does
not include input from the medical staff. (19)

(+) 3. The quality and appropriateness of patient care services are not monitored and
evaluated for all major clinical functions of the department/service. The
information collected should relate primarily to clinical illues, such as
nutritional adequacy and patient counseling, rather than to documentation or
singular quality control concerns. (19)

(+) 4. The department/service does not use objective criteria that reflect current
knowledge and clinical experience. (19)

EMERGENCY SERVICES

1. Written policies and procedures for emergency patient care shall relate to
specification of the medical staff procedures that may not be performed in the
emergency department/service. (27)

2. Written guidelines for the use of observation beds shall relate to the
mechanism for patient surveillance and the type of nurse/patient call system.
(29)

Some effort in the monitoring and evaluation of the quality
and appropriateness of patient care provided by the
Emergency department/service is recognized. However, the
following finding indicates that not all aspecte of thie
function are in full compliance with the Required
Characteristics of Standard IX, Emergency Services.

(+) 3. The conclulionl of actions taken in the monitoring and evaluation of the
quality and appropriateness of patient care are not documented and reported.
(32)

FUNCTIONAL SAFETY AND SANITATION

1. Measures shall be taken to provide security for patients, personnel and the
public, consistent with the conditions and risks inherent in the hospital's
location. The measures shall be uniformly applied. Specific reference is
made to the lack of full-room vision and non-removable towel bars in the
psychiatric detention rooms. (45)
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UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AND CLINICS
MIN'NEAPOLIS, KINNESOTA
Page 5

2. All cylinder. used for compressed gases shall be secured at all times to
prevent falliDg. Specific reference is made to the receiving area. (NFPA
56A - 1978: 3-2.1.2 - AHH - 38)

3. There shall be written guidelines for the prevention of fire hazards in an
oxygen-enriched atmosphere. (NFPA - 56A - 1978: 3-7.3.9 - AKH - 39)

4. The safe use of therapeutic gases for patients shall be assured by the
delivery of piped-in gas at an established safe pressure range. Specific
reference is made to the lack of a written policy. (173)

5. When grab bars are installed in forensic and psychiatric/substance abuse
facilities, they shall be nonremovable. Specific reference is made to the
psychiatric detention rooms. (AKH - 41)

6. Refrigerator doors shall be labeled externally to denote whether or not they
are safe for storage of flammable liquids. (NFPA - 56C - 1980: 4-2.5; AKH 
39)

7. The lower shelves of storage units shall either be sealed to the floor or of a
sufficient distance from the floor to permit adequate cleaning underneath.
Specific reference is made to the storage area in the surgical suite, room
C496. (46)

GOVERNING BODY

1. The governing body does not require the medical staff executive committee to
make recommendations on the following areas directly to the governing body for
its approval:

a. medical staff structure;
b. credentialing and privileging mechanisms;
c. individual medical staff membership;
d. specific clinical privileges for each eligible individual;
e. the organization of quality assurance activities, including the mechanism

for conducting, evaluating, and revising such activities;
f. the mechanism for the termination of medical staff membership; and
g. the mechanism for fair-hearing procedures.

It was noted that the role of the medical staff executive committee is not
specified in the governing body bylaws.

2. The governing body does not require that:

a. only a medical .taff member with admitting privileges admit patients to
the hospital;

b. individuals practice within the scope of their privileges; and
d. only a qualified physician medical staff member is responsible for each

patient's general medical condition.

It was noted that these areas are not addressed in the governing body bylaws,
nor are there written governing body rules and regulations covering them.
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MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Page 6

3. The governiua body does not require a process(es) designed to assure that
individual. who are~ subject to privilege delineation, but who provide
patient care lervicel, are competent to do so.

4. The governing body does not require that individuals who are ~ subject to
privilege delineation, but who provide patient care services, have the quality
of their patient care services reviewed as part of the hospital quality
assurance program.

5. The governing body does not require, and has not implemented, mechanisms to
assure the provision of one level of patient care in the hospital. (51)

6. As previously reported, the governing body does not hold the medical staff
responsible for the periodic review of the medical staff bylaws, rules, and
regulations. (51)

HOKE CARE SERVICES

1. There shall be written guidelines defining procedures/services that may be
provided in the home. (53, 54)

HOSPITAL-SPONSORED AMBULATORY CARE SERVICES

(+) 1. An accurate and complete description of the techniques and findings of each
operative procedure performed shall be dictated or written immediately
following surgery by the surgeon who performed the operation. (66)

2. The ambulatory care medical record shall include the use of diagnostic summary
lists. (65, 66)

MEDICAL RECORD SERVICES

1. There should be a true unit record for each patient, incorporating inpatient,
ambulatory care patient, emergency (whether or not the patient is admitted)
and completed home care medical records. In the absence of a true unit
record~ it is acceptable that all previous medical records of the patient be
automatically assembled as a unit at the time of any subsequent admission or
scheduled ambulatory care visit. Specific reference is made to physical
therapy and family practice entries. (30, 57, SO)

2. The physician or, when appropriate, oral surgeon preanesthesia note in the
medical record of all patients shall specifically include information relative
to the choice of anesthesia for the procedure anticipated. (4, 5)

3. As previously reported, in all cases, the medical record shall reflect a
postanesthetic visit made after the patient has left the postanesthesia care
unit or other recovery area, describing the presence or absence of
anesthesia-related complications. In addition, each postanesthesia note shall
specify the date and time. (6)

4. The operative report should be dictated or written immediately after surgery
and placed in the medical record as soon as possible. When there is a known
transcription or filing delay, a comprehensive operative progress note should
be made in the medical record immediately after surgery. (82)
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5. All laboratory te.t reports shall be filed prQmptly ln tbe patlent·. medical
record. <82, 123)

6. Tbe clinical resume .bould include information relative to tbe condition of
tbe patient on dl.cbarge. (83)

7. All final diagnoses sbould be recorded ln tull, wltbout abbreviations or
symbols. Specific reterence lS made to botb lnpatient and emergency patient
medical records. (85)

(C) 8. All medlcal records of dlscharged patients must be completed witbln tbe tlme
specltled in tbe medical staff rule. and regulations. Speclfic reference lS
made to 83 medical records delinquent due to tbe absence ot operatlve reports.
It was also ot concern tbat tbere were 672 delinquent records at the time of
survey (293 due to tbe lack of dictated clinical resumes), 742 delinquent 60
days prior to survey, and 694 dellnquent 120 days prior to .urvey. (85, 100.
101)

PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES

~
(+)

Some ettort ln tbe monltorlng and evaluation of tbe quality
and approprlateness ot pat lent care serVlces provided by
tbe Pharmaceutical department/.ervlce l' recognlzed.
Bowever, tbe following finding indicate. tbat not all
aspects of thi. function are in full compliance witb tbe
iequired Cbaracteristics of Standard VI, Pbarmaceutical
Services.

1. Tbe quality and appropriateness of pbarmaceutical .ervice. are not monltored
and evaluated tor all major clinical functions of tbe department/servlce.
Tbe lnformation collected .bould relate prlmarlly to cllnlcal lssues, sucb as
medication errors and drug admlnistratl0n, ratber tban to quality control or
systems concerns. (141)

QUALITY ASSURANCE

1. Recommendations for contlnued medlcal statt membersbip and tbe revision or
renewal of clinical privilege. are not based ln part on peer recommendations
and departmental and/or major clinical lervice recommendations. Specitic
reterence il made to tbe lack of documentation. (84 AMB/85)

2. Tbe proce•• tor tbe monltorlng and evaluation of tbe quality and
appropriatene'l of care and treatment ot patlentl .erved by cllnlcal
department. 1. not planned and .ystematic. (84 AKH/85)

3. The information collected about tbe quality and appropriatenel' of patient
care prOVided by each department doe' not reprelent all major clinlcal
serVlces provlded by eacb department and does not represent all independent
practitioners assigned to each department. (85 AMB/85)

4. Patient care lnformatlon lS not routinely collected and periodically assessed
for the purposel of identifying important problems in patient care or tor
ldentitying opportunities to improve tbe quality and approprlateness ot care
provided by clinical department.. (85 AMB/85)
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5. The assessment of information collected on patient care provided by clinical
department. doe. not identify important problems· or opportunities to improve
care. (85 AXIl/85)

6. Each clinical department does not hold monthly meetings to consider the
findings from the monitoring and evaluation of the quality and appropriate
ness of patient care provided. The surveyor noted that .everal departments do
not meet monthly and do not document a regular, adequate review of patient
care. (79 AMB/85)

7. In the monitoring and evaluation of the quality and appropriateness of patient
care, all departments do not use objective criteria that reflect current
knowledge and clinical experience. (85 AMB/85)

8. Each department ha. not agreed upon the criteria u.ed in the collection and
asse.sment of information about the quality and appropriatenes. of patient
care provided. (85 AMB/85)

9. A. previously reported, each clinical department doe. not document, and report
on, the conclusions and actions taken from the monitoring and evaluation of
the quality and appropriateness of patient care. (85 AMB/85)

10. All surgical case. are not screened. The surveyor reported that not all casel
are screened, and that screening and review are performed bimonthly. (85
AMB/85)

11. As previously reported, written reports of conclusion., actions, and the
results of actions taken from .urgical cale review are not maintained.
Specific reference is made to the lack of adequate documentation. (85
AMB/85)

12. It i. recommended that the pharmaceutical service. provide for the maintenance
of patient drug profiles. Specific reference i. made to the lack of a policy
regarding the inclu.ion of weight in patient drug profile.. (148 AKB/84)

REHABILITATION PROGRAMS/SERVICES

1. The written policies and procedures for each rehabilitation program/service
shall relate to the priorities in the use of services, as needed. (161)

SOCIAL WOiX SERVICES

Some effort in the monitoring and evaluation of the quality and
appropriateness of patient care services provided by the
Social Work department/service is recognized. However, the
following findings indicate that not all aspects of this
function are in full compliance with the Required
Characteristic. of Standard V, Social Work Services.

(+) 1. The quality and appropriateness of patient care services are not monitored and
evaluated for all major clinical functions of the department/service. The
information collected should relate primarily to clinical issues, such as
discharge planning and patient counseling, rather than to documentation or
systems concerns. (178)
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2. The department/.ervice doe. not use objective criteria that reflect current
knowledge and clinical experience. The departmedt/.ervice has not agreed upon
the criteria ulad in the collection and a.sessment of information. (178)

SPECIAL CAlI UHlTS

1. A. previously reported, patients shall be under the direct or indirect visual
observation of unit staff from one or more vantage points. Specific reference
is made to the bone marrow transplant unit and the pediatric intensive care
unit. It is noted that relocation to a new building (scheduled for completion
in early 1986) should correct this deficiency. (184)

* * * * *
an
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

University Hospitals and Clinics
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

March 18,1985

To: Board of

From: Greg Har
Senior As

Re: Patient Relations

and Director of Operations

The attached information on the Patient Relations program at the
University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics was presented to
the Joint Conference Committee on March 13, 1985. The document,
which is included for informational purposes, describes the
history and development of this program and describes the
services that are currently being provided to our patients
through the Patient Relations department.

I would be happy to respond to any questions that you may have
at next weeks Board meeting.

GH/sds

HEALTH SCIENCES
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PATIENT RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

History and Development

Historically, the Patient Relations function was developed in 1967 to serve as a
resource to patients and their families. The primary service at that time was to
provide general information and problem solving assistance in dealing with non
medical concerns of patients relating to their experiences at University Hospi
tals and Clinics. Passage of Minnesota's Patients Rights Law (1973) and corres
ponding distribution of the Hospitals Patients Rights and Responsibilities Bro
chure was the point at which a more formalized concept of the Patient Relations
function began to develop both locally and nationally. With the advent of Patients
Rights, it became virtually impossible to address only non-medical problems. In
clusion of clinical issues as part of departmental case responsibility neces
sitated the establishment of a formal liaison relationship with the Chief of the
Medical Staff (since 1974), Legal Counsel (since 1976) and continuing visible
support from Hospital Administration when dealing with the medical staff on issues
of a clinical nature.

Other external factors also contributed to development of this function. Passage
of Patients Rights Legislation (1973 with subsequent revisions in 1976, 79, 82, 83
and 84) and The Minnesota Patient Grievance Mechanism Legislation (1976) increased
patient awareness of our services, mandated a formalized complaint reporting pro
cess and stimulated community interest in knowing more about how to be an informed
patient. The legislation has been helpful for educational purposes in speaking
engagements on the local, state and national level as well as in the hospitals
as a staff education tool which has benefited both patients and staff. With
greater external visibility, there has been professional opportunity to parti
cipate in legislative hearings and actively contrib~te to the growth and pro
fessional development of the Minnesota Association of Patient Representatives
and the Society of Patient Representatives of the American Hospital Association.
Other developmental activities have included active involvement in New Employee
Orientation, special inservice needs of departments and guest lecture r~quests

from many of the academic units who are dealing with the issues of pati~nt

sensitivity, Patients Rights or similar topics. In addition to the problem
solving and educational ·activities, the department also has responsibility
for response to the formal Patient Grievance requirements and complaints relating
to Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act.

Each of these activities has been focused on enhancing the patient's experience
and responding to problems before there is a reason for formalized grievance or
complaint. And, as a result of the educational activities, there has been an
increase in staff awareness and referrals of patient problems - many of which are
cases with significant consequence for the patient. Continued involvement in
UMHC committees and special projects also provides the institution with input from
a patient's perspective.

Future objectives include more effective utilization of our case data for Quality
Assurance purposes through computerized reporting, development and distribution
of patient questionnaires to measure general patient satisfaction, continued
investment in employee education and patient sensitivity training and enhance
ment of the review of ethical concerns facing health care providers as well

~ as recipients in this era of changing health care delivery.
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PATIENT RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

Statement of Role and Function

The role of the Patient Relations Department is to serve as management's direct
representative to patients and relatives by providing a channel through which
patients can seek response and solutions to questions or concerns they have as
part of their experience at University Hospitals and Clinics. Critical to this
role is the philosophy of the Department which is as follows:

"We believe that a patient's primary goal is to receive the most humane and
technically optimum health care available to them as individuals seeking
diagnosis and treatment in our Hospitals and Clinics. We strongly support
the philosophy that identifies the patient as a critical participant of the
'health care team' and, as such, an individual who should have the opportunity
to be knowledgeable and actively involved in his/her personal health and well
being. If a patient is not physically or emotionally able to actively par
ticipate in their health care experience (or chooses not to actively parti
cipate) we believe that these patients or relatives should have an identified
resource to whom they can turn for assistance."

In providing this service to patients, departmental activities include:

· response to general informational inquiries and needs
• clarification of UMHC policies and procedures
• identification of patient complaints and patient oriented

staff concerns
· investigation of identified problems
· initiation of corrective action
• communication of resolution or response to those involved
· recommendation of procedural change for preventive action

Patients often initially present "safe" complaints (ie., inadequate parking or
cleaning, lengthy waits, and high cost of care) in order to determine whether
the department is truly receptive to their problems. Once comfortable with our
service, discussion often leads to issues of greater consequence (ie., insensi
tive care, dissatisfaction with the quality or timeliness of care, inadequate
communication of information or unexpected outcome). Increasing emphasis has
been placed on staff referrals of patient oriented problems to allow for sensi
tive response in advance of a problem becoming a complaint from the patient's
perspective. A close working relationship with the Chief of the Medical Staff
and Hospita1's Legal Counsel as well as the Clinical, Nursing and Administrative
staff has facilitated response to problems of a significant nature.

Our Patients Rights and Responsibilities Brochure which includes the State of
Minnesota Patients Bill of Rights continues to be distributed by the Admissions
Department and nursing staff to all newly admitted patients as it has been since
1973. This document is the focus of our department's concern with greater
participation and understanding on the part of the patient throughout their
experience at University Hospitals and Clinics. As the identified formal resource
for responding to Patients Rights issues, inservices are provided for staff
as well as problem solving services for patients who feel their rights have
been overlooked. A primary focus of departmental activity is to continue to
emphasize the value of staff referrals and sensitivity to patients who may be
anxious about their own health care experience in providing this resource to
patients and their families.
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PATIENT RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT

1983-1984

tlI0TE:

FOR REPORTING PURPOSES, DOCUMENTATION OF EACH CASE IS COMPLETED AS FOLLOWS:
An individual calls the department requesting a visit - CASE

-Experienced a long wait in Admissions
-Nursing did not bring medication on time
-Surgery was cancelled two days in a row
-Patient is losing confidence in the Hospital
-Does not want insurance billed for extended stay
-Wants will notarized before surgery

Complaint
Complaint
Complaint
Issue
Issue
Request

STATISTICAL SUMr~RY OF CASES
TOTAL NUMBER OF DOCUMENTED CASES PRESENTED BY

PATIENTS/STAFF/PUBLICS (This number reflects
each individual case - not the number of issues
presented by the individual.)

TOTAL NUMBER OF DOCUMENTED ISSUES, REQUESTS OR
COMPLAINTS PRESENTED IN THE ABOVE CASES

1981-82

1,501

3,553

1982-83

1,707

3,677

1983-84

1,419

3,118

38% 34% 36%
28% 31% 27%
21% 22% 23%
13% 13% 14%

Number of documented requests/non-complaint 1,981
issues presented

Number of documented complaints presented 1,572

Outcome of complaint investigation
-Substantiated
-Partially substantiated
-Unsubstantiated
-Unknown

2,077

1,604

1 ,771

1,347

Number of complaints resolved to lithe
patient's apparent satisfaction"

AVERAGE NUMBER OF CASES OPENED PER MONTH

AVERAGE NUMBER OF ISSUES DOCUMENTED PER MONTH

NUMBER OF ISSUES DOCUMENTED PER CASE

AVERAGE LENGTH OF TIME CASES OPEN

NUMBER OF CASES REQUIRING MEDICAL RECORDS REVIEW

NUMBER OF CASES WHICH INCLUDED REQUEST FOR
REIMBURSEMENT OR ADJUSTMENT ON ACCOUNT

95.4% 93.3% 93.3%

125 155 118

296 306 259

2.4 2.1 2.2

19.3 days 31.0 days 29.6 days

24% 26% 24%

34% 34% 37%

-Cases requiring abeyance on accounts

NUMBER OF CASES WHICH INVOLVED REVIEW WITH LEGAL

-Cases shared with Legal Office

9%

6%

3%

11 %

8%

4%

10%

13%

6%
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CASE ACTIVITY DATA 1981-32 1982-83 1983-84

NUMBER OF CASES OPENED 1,501 1,707 1,419

TYPE OF PRESENTING PATIENT/PUBLIC:

~\.,
-Inpatient Oriented 900 - 60% 1126 - 66% 914 - 65%
-Outpatient Oriented 377 - 25% 363 - 21% 314 - 22%
-Other 224 - 15% 218 - 13% 191 - 13%

INITIAL CONTACT MADE BY:
-Patient or relative 672 - 45% 628 - 37% 455 - 32%

- -Nursing 332 - 22% 367 - 21% 449 _ 32%
-Medical Staff, Administration, Legal Office 231 - 16% 419 - 25% 217 - 15%
-Patient Accounting (eg. quality of care) 94 - 06% 125 - 07% 93 - 06%
-Other (eg. other departments, public, etc.) 172 - 11% 168 - 10% 217 - 15%

INITIAL CONTACT PRESENTED BY:
-Telephone 55% 48% 51%
-In person 26% 25% 27%
-via mai 1 19% 27% 22%

DEGREE OF RESOLUTION CONTACT REQUIRED:
-Resolved in initial contact 29% 34% 35%
-Resolved in ·one follow up contact 27% 24% 23%
-Required multiple contacts 44% 42% 42%

DEPARTMENTAL CONTACTS REQUIRED IN CASE FOLLOW UP:
(Case resolution may require one or more contacts with Medical Staff, Nursing,

~
Patient Accounting, etc. Areas are listed only once and do not reflect the
number of contacts required. These figures do not equal the number of cases
opened.)

-Nursing Services 573 - 38% 673 - 39% 550 - 39%
-Medical Records 357 - 24% 441 - 26% 334 - 24%
-Medical Staff 318 - 21% 376 - 22% 305 - 22%
-Administration/Legal Counsel 142 - 09% 255 - 15% 264 - 18%
-Patient Accounting 428 - 29% 440 - 26% 381 - 27%
-Other Hospital/departmental offices 598 - 40% 568 - 33% 445 - 31%

LENGTH OF TIME FROM OPENING TO CLOSURE OF CASE:
-Percent of cases open less that 7 days 51% 43% 47%

-Average number of days open 1. 9 days 2.0 days 2.1 days
-Percent of cases open 7-21 days 22% 21% 24%

-Average number of days open 12.9 days 12.8 days 15.4 days
-Percent of cases open more than 21 days 27% 36% 30%

-Average number of days open 59.8 days 76.6 days 84.9 days

NUMBER OF CASES REQUIRING CORRESPONDENCE TO/ON 42% 39% 39%
BEHALF OF PATIENT

NUMBER OF NOTARY PUBLIC SERVICE REQUESTS 14% 13% 14%
N~'BER OF PERSONAL PROPERTY CASES 12% 11 % 12%

~ NUMBER OF INCIDENT REPORT CASES 07% 16% 14%

NUMBER OF CASES WHICH INVOLVED STATE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH'S OFFICE OF HEALTH FACILITIES
COMPLAINTS 5 3 9
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PATIENT RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
FINANCIAL CASE REVIEW SUMMARY

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT
Not for distribution

1981-82 1982-83 1983-84

TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES ASSESSED FOR REIMBURSEMENT/
ADJUSTMENT TO HOSPITAL ACCOUNTS

TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED/CONSIDERED -
--rDOes not include amounts not specified or

not identifiable)
AMOUNT REIMBURSED

-ADJUSTED
-PENDING

AMOUNT TRANSFERRED
""'OUNT DENIED

(1501 cases) (1707 cases) (1419 cases)

503 580 531
$193,593 $301,250 $335,682

$ 4,916 $ 4,509 $ 13,698
26,849 74,879 57,119

(16,991) (27,825) 43,696
$ 71,800 $ 87,345 $ 37,333
$ 87,856 $123,683 $211,661

BREAKDOWN:
I. PERSONAL PROPERTY/VALUABLES ISSUES

Number of requests
~ Amount requested/considered

-reimbursed
-adjusted
-pending

Amount transferred
Amount denied

II. CARE RELATED ISSUES (eg, qualit~,
coordination, outcome of care)

Number of requests
Amount requested/considered

-reimbursed
-adjusted
-pending

Amount transferred
Amount denied

179

$ 13,441
4,731

600

$ 56
8,464

324
$180,152

185
26,249

(16,991)
$ 71 ,744

79,392

194

$ 14,311
4,102

33

$ 41
10,135

386
$286,939

407
74,846

(27,825)
$ 87,304
113,548

176

$ 21,174
10,997

692

$ 37
9,448

355
$314,508

2,701
56,427
43,696

$ 37,296
202,213
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Minutes
Finance Committee

University of Minnesota Hospitals &Clinics
February 27, 1985

MEteERS Jerry Me i Iahn
PRESENT: Shel ley Chou, M.D.

CIi fford Fear ing
Wi I I iam Kr iv it, M.D.
Robert Nickoloff
C. Edward Schwartz
Vic Vikmanis

ME~ERS Mary Des Roches
ABSENT: AI Hanser

STAFF: Greg Hart
Nancy Janda
Nels Larson
Jane Morris

" Helen Pitt

GUESTS: Ron Werft

CALL TO
ORDER:

MINUTES
APPROVED:

JANUARY YID
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
(INFmMATlON ):

,

The meeting of the Finance Committee was chaired by
Mr. Jerry Mei lahn and was cal led to order at 9:40 a.m. in the
Dale Shepherd Room of the Campus Club.

The minutes of the January 23, 1985 meeting of the
Finance Committee were approved.

Mr. Fearing reviewed the Report of Operations for the
period July 1, 1984 through January 31, 1984. He stated
that trends demonstrated during the first six months of the
fiscal year have continued through the end of January.
Admissions were 5.3% below budget at 1,597 and patient days
total ing 12,839 were 16% below budget for the month of January.
Outpatient cl inic visits for January were above projected visits
by 9.2% for a total of 17,871.

The Statement of Operations shows total revenues over expense of
$11,837,122 or $9,385,277 over the budgeted level. Of this
variance, $7,452,000 reflects the net revenues from operations
and $1,933,000 is related to non-operating revenues.
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Mr. Fearing explained that a significant adjustment was made to
the allowance account for discounts to third party payors in the
month of January. For the first six months of the fiscal year,
a very conservative posture was taken with regard to
receivables. However, UMHC's experience under PPS has been
better than anticipated, and the auditors concurred that a
downward adjustment of $3,550,000 to contractual discounts was
appropriate.

The balance in accounts receivable for January decl ined slightly
to $48,421,443, representing 95.7 days of revenue outstanding.
This dec I ine in part, reflects a $735,000 advance received from
Blue Cross.

Regarding the cash flow statement, Mr. Fearing stated that total
operating cash avai lable of $5,778,187 plus transfers to renewal
project of $2,333,333, plus transfers to debt retirement of
$1,866,667, plus transfers to plant of $2,068,161, equals cash
generated from operations of $12,046,548.

Mr. Fearing concluded his report noting that the Hospital is in
a very sol id financial position. It appears that the trends
demonstrated through the first seven months of the fiscal year
wi I I continue through the year-end to achieve the targeted net
revenues.

YEAR-END FINANCIAL A Summary Statement of Operations and Operating Cash Flow for
PROJECTIONS fiscal year 1984-85 was presented to the Committee by
(INFORMATION): Mr. Fearing. He explained that these year-end figures were

projected off of operating data and statistics for the first six
months of 1984-85. Assuming 157,000 patient days, 18,300
admissions, 208,000 cl inic visits, and that expenditures,
operating and non-operating revenues remain fairly consistent
with the levels through January, total cash avai lable at the
1984-85 fiscal year-end is projected to be $23,143,000 or
$6,511,000 in excess of the original budgeted figure of
$16,631,300. He added that these are the numbers being used as
base data to begin the budgeting process for the 1985-86 fiscal
year.

"

BAD DEBT REPORT
2tI) e;tIARTER
FY 1984-85
(EtI>ORSEMENT ):

Mr. Mei lahn reviewed the memo recommending the total amount of
bad debt for Hospital accounts receivable during the second
quarter of 1984-85 to be $811,283.01 (represented by 1,071
accounts). Total bad debts for the first two quarters of the
fiscal year 1984-85 are $1,241,150.98, which is 1.33% of gross
charges (The budgeted level of bad debts is also 1.33%>. A
total of $1,005.72 of Home Health Services accounts were also
submitted for approval. Mr. Fearing gave a short explanation of
some of the major bad debt accounts.

A motion was made and approved by the Committee to endorse the
bad debt report and recommend it to the full Board of Governors.
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REF INANC ING OF
SER I ES 1982 BONlS
STATUS REP<RT
( INFORMATION):

UMHC PARKING
RAW - STATUS
REPORT
( INFORMATION):

Mr. Fearing informed the Committee that the fixed rate bond
sale of the refinancing went very wei I. A total of $97,151,138
in conventional long-term fixed rate bonds were issued and sold
through a management group headed up by Goldman Sachs.
$60,000,000 in Variable Rate Demand Bonds wi I I be issued in mid
April to complete the advanced refunding plan. Mr. Fearing
reported that the aggregate savings to be real ized over the life
of the issue wi I I be $92,600,731, or a net present value of
$22,885,464. He noted that under the 1982 Series Bond Issue,
the cost per patient day of debt service is $83.70. The
refinancing plan reduces this to $69.15, or a 16% decline in
cost.

Mr. Fearing reported on the progress of the proposed Hospital
Parking Ramp. Purchase offers for the property have been made
by Clint Hewitt's office and it appears that the property could
be secured and construction begun by June or July of this year.
Approximately $5 mil I ion wi I I be needed to bui Id the Parking
Ramp. Mr. Fearing stated that financial analyses done indicate
that a Variable Rate Demand Bond issue would be the best
financing mechanism. He recommended that the $5 mi II ion needed
for the Parking Ramp be combined with the $60 mil I ion needed to
complete the Series 1982 Bond refinancing, total ing a
$65 mi I I ion issuance in Variable Rate Demand Bonds.

A motion was made and approved by the Committee to endorse the
above financing plan and recommend it to the full Board of
Governors for their approval.

COMPARABLE
W<RTH UPDATE
( INFORMATION):

,

Mr. Hart stated that the material presented today is for the
Committee's information and that an actual recommendation
regarding comparable worth wi I I be put forward at the March
Committee meeting. Mr. Hart reviewed the history and progress
of the comparable worth issue as it affects the state, and
particularly as it has been studied by the Hospital internally.
He gave an overview of several graphs plotting job evaluation
values against the midpoint of their salary range to come up
with several pay I ines: male market, combined market, female
internal, and female market I ine. He indicated that, using
these terms, a likely recommendation would be to make salary
adjustments that would fall within a "corridor" around a
combined market line. He added that an adjustment as described
above would address the social and legal issues, be defensible
to the Legislature, and would also be sensitive to the
Hospitals' financial constraints. The deadl ine for reporting to
the Legislature regarding comparable worth is Apri I 1st.
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ARTICLES OF INC.
CRITICAL CARE
SERVICES
(ENDORSEMENT):

FINANCE COMM.
FUNCTIONING
(INFORMATION):

~ ADJOURNMENT:

Mr. Schwartz introduced the Articles of Incorporation to form
Critical Care Services, Inc. University Hospitals, along with
St. Paul Ramsey and Abbott Northwestern hospitals would each
have one-third membership in this corporation and each hospital
would specify two people (one administrative, one medical) to
serve on the board of Critical Care Services, Inc. The purpose
of the corporation wil I be to operate a hel icopter program and
provide other services offered by Bio Medical Research Associates
(BMRA) including a fixed-wing airplane, land-based ambulance
company and perfusionst services for the hospitals.

A motion was made and passed by the Committee to endorse the
Articles of Incorporation of Critical Care Services, Inc. and to
recommend them for approval to the ful I Board of Governors.

Mr. Mei lahn recommended that the Committee continue to meet once
once a month, on the 4th Wednesday of each month. Mr. Fearing
announced that a special meeting of the Finance Committee would
be needed to final ize the 1985-86 Hospital Budget. The date of
this meeting has not yet been set, but wi II probably occur in
early May.

There being no further business, the meeting of the Finance
Committee was adjourned at 11:50 p.m.

,

RespectfuIIY~~

Jane E. Morris
Recording Secretary
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA University Hospitals and Clinics
TWIN CITIES 420 Delaware Street S.E.

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

March 27, 1985

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Board of Governors Finance Committee

Clifford P. Fearing
Senior Associate Director

Report of Operations for the Period July 1, 1984
through February 28, 1985.

The Hospitals operations through the end of February continue to
reflect the levels of activity and trends evident through the
first seven months of the fiscal year. Inpatient census levels
remain below seasonal projections while outpatient clinic
activity remains slightly ahead of budgeted levels. To highlight
our position:

Inpatient Census: Admissions for the month of February totaled
1,358, or 121 below projected admissions of 1,479. Patient days
for February totaled 12,265 and were 1,528 days below
projections. The patient day variance for the month continues to
be from the combined effect of lower admission levels and a
shorter overall length of stay.

February's census activity changed our admissions variance from
467 (4.1%) below budget at the end of January to 588 (4.6%) below
budget as of the end of February. The patient day variance
changed from 10,888 days (10.4%) below budget at the end of
January to 12,416 days (10.5%) below budget at the end of
February.

To recap our year-to-date inpatient census:

1983-84 1984-85 1984-85 %
Actual Budget Actual Variance Variance

Admissions 13,232 12,881 12,293 <588> <4.6>
Avg. Lgth. of Stay 9.3 9.1 8.6 <0.5> <5.5>
Patient Days 124,084 118,190 105,774 <12,416> <10.5>
Percent Occupancy 69.1 70.9 64.9 <6.0> <8.5>
Avg. Daily Census 508.5 486.4 435.3 <51.1> <10.5>

HEALTH SCIENCES
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Outpatient Census: Clinic visits for the month of February
totaled 16,030 or 786 (5.2%) above projected visits of 15,244.
Our year-to-date clinic census through February totals 137,192
visits and represents a favorable variance of 2,820 visits (2.1%)
above projected levels.

Financial Operations: The Hospitals' Statement of Operations
shows total revenues over expense of $14,076,457, a favorable
variance of $11,300,674. The overall variance reflects both a
favorable variance in net revenues from operations of $9,105,000
and a favorable variance in non-operating revenues of $2,196,000.

Patient care charges through February totaled $124,629,110 and
are $4,580,000 (3.8%) above budgeted levels. Routine revenue is
7.2% below budget and continues to reflect the overall patient
day variance. Ancillary revenue however, is 10.2% above bUdget
and continues to reflect utilization levels per patient that are
higher than anticipated.

Operating expenditures through February totaled $109,273,628 and
are $2,530,971 (2.3%) below bUdgeted levels. The overall
favorable variance continues to be reflected in most expense
categories with the largest favorable variance being in personnel
costs (salaries and fringe benefits). Drugs, and Blood and Blood
Derivatives, continue to show unfavorable variances and reflect
higher than anticipated utilization levels.

Accounts Receivable: The balance in patient accounts receivable
as of February 28, 1985 totaled $49,418,330 and represents 95.2
days of revenue outstanding. While the number of days of revenue
in accounts receivable declined in February by 0.4 days, the
dollar balance increased nearly $997,000. This was due to the
increase in average daily revenues in inhouse accounts.

Conclusion: As of the end of February, the Hospitals' overall
financial position remains positive and above budgeted levels.
We continue to monitor our demand for service and make those
operational changes that are appropriate.

/jem
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URlVERSITY OF MIRNESOTA BDSPITALS 6 CLIRICS

STATEMERT OF OPERATIORS

FOR THE PERIOD JULy I, 1984 TO FEBRUARY 28, 1985

Variance
Over/-Under

Budgeted Actual Budget Variance %
--------- ------ ------- --------

Gross Patient Charges $120,049,262 $124,629,110 $4,579,848 3.8%

Deductions from Charges 19,943,910 17,861,553 -2,082,357 -10.4

Other Operating Revenue 2,271,436 2,183,069 -88,367 -3.9
--------- ---------- -------

Total Revenue from Operations $102,376,788 $108,950,626 $6,573,838 6.4%

Expenditures
Salaries $53,467,353 $51,949,093 $-1,518,260 -2.8%
Fringe Benefits 10,870,680 9,285,756 -1,584,924 -14.6
Contract Compensation 5,621,396 5,589,130 -32,266 -0.6
Medical Supplies, Drugs, Blood 16,453,841 17,633,209 1,179,368 7.2
Campus Administration Expense 3,757,509 3,757,509 0
Depreciation 4,417,206 4,484,954 67,748 1.5
General Supplies 6 Expense 17,216,614 16,573,977 -642,637 -3.7

----------- --------- ---------
Total Expenditures $111,804,599 $109,273,628 $-2,530,971 -2.3%

----------- ----------- --------
Ret Revenue from Operations $-9,427,811 $-323,002 $9,104,809

Ron-Operating Revenue
Appropriations $8,682,556 $8,613,964 $-68,592 -0.8%
Interest Income on Relerves 2,011,908 4,340,167 2,328,259
Shared Service 270,829 286,938 16,109 5.9
Investment Income on Trultee

Be1d Aneta 1,238,301 1,158,390 -79,911 -6.5
--------- --------- ---------

Total Ron-Operating Revenue $12,203,594 $14,399,459 $2,195,865 18.0%
---------- ---------- ---------

Revenue Over / -Under Expenses $2,775,783 $14,076,457 $11,300,674 (1)•..••..••. ..- ....... ..........

(1) Variance equals 11.0% Df total budgeted revenue.
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CUHCC
Resolution on Restricted Fund
Board of Governors
March 27, 1985

University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics

Community University Health Care Center

Resolution on Restricted Funds

BACKGROUND

Community University Health Care Center (CUHCC), a satellite
clinic of the University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics
located in Southeast Minneapolis and serving largely a lower
income patient population, is funded through a combination of
grants, medical assistance, third party reimbursement, and
patient fees. A condition of the grant from Hennepin County for
mental health services states that fees are to be used before
grant funds to support the mental health program. If collected
fees exceed those budgeted, Hennepin County asks that excess
funds be restricted by the Board of Governors to a CUHCC
operating fund or be applied against the grant in a payment to
Hennepin County.

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the Hennepin County Mental Health Grant for CUHCC
requires that excess patient funds be board restricted for use by
CUHCC or turned over to Hennepin County, and

WHEREAS, CUHCC collected $27,896 in excess of projected patient
fees, insurance, and medical assistance payments in 1984,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Governors restrict
$27,896 for application toward Community University Health Care
Center's future financial requirements.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

University Hospitals and Clinics
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

March 27, 1985

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Board of G~\"nors

Greg Hart~
Senior Associate Director

Comparable Worth.

At the February meetings of the Finance Committee and Board of Governors,
informational presentations on comparable worth methodologies were made.

We indicated at that time that action on comparable worth recommendations
would be requested at the March meetings.

In the last several days there have been a series of schedule changes (at
the state and University level) which now al low us to make decisions on
comparable worth over a longer time frame. We had originally planned on an
Apri I 1st submission of our plan to the Legislature. The Legislative
presentation is now scheduled for Apri I 22nd. In addition, the Regents
wi I I be considering the University-wide comparable worth plan for
information at their Apri I meetings, and for action in May. Thus the
Legislative presentation wi II involve a status report, but wi II not address
a formally approved Regents plan.

What this means for the Board of Governors is that we wi I I be able to
consider the Hospitals' comparable worth recommendations at both the March
and Apri I meetings. Thus no action wi I I be requested in March, al lowing
more time for consideration by the Board.

The University's overal I plan was being formulated just as the Board of
Governors meeting materials were being prepared. In the absence of time
for staff to review the University plan in relation to the Hospitals'
recommendations, attachments outlining our recommendations are not included
with this memo. We wi I I be presenting additional information and
recommendations at the Board meeting, which we hope wi II include reference
to the broader University plan. We hope that the additional month that the
Board wi II now have wi II al low adequate time for review of the
recommendations.

We look forward to continued discussion of these items with you on March
27th.

GWH/jem

HEALTH SCIENCES
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Financing healthcare _

c Two hospitals use new bond deals
to refinance, save on debt service
By Judith Graham
New York bureau chief

Two bond deals that combine features
of fixed-rate and variable-rate refi
nancings recently have gone to mar
ket. Both deals entail complicated ar
rangements that avoid the legal has
sles arising from variable-rate
refinancings, and both will result in
significant debt service savings for
the hospitals involved.

One of the deals is for the Univer
sity of Minnesota Hospital and
Clinics, a 721-bed teaching hospital in
Minneapolis. The other is for Forbes
Health Systems, Pittsburgh, which
owns and operates 338-bed Forbes Re
gional Health Center in Monroeville,
PA, and 188-bed Forbes Metropolitan
Health Center in Pittsburgh.

Goldman Sachs & Co., New York, is
the lead underwriter for both deals.

Cain Brothers Shattuck & Co.
pioneered the tender offer
concept used in both deals

Cain Brothers Shattuck & Co., New
York, the financial adviser to Forbes,
suggested the tender offer concept
used in the Forbes deal.

Retiring bonds. The University of
Minnesota Hospital deal is designed to
retire a portion of $156.34 million in
bonds the hospital issued in 1982 and
then refund the remaining bonds. The
deal began with a tender offer for $45
million in outstanding bonds due in
2002, 2012, 2014 and 2016. The tender
offer closed on Feb. 11. The University
of Minnesota expects to purchase the
bonds with its own funds by March 12.
When premiums are included, the cost
of the tender offer should be approxi
mately $53.4 million, according to Clif
ford Fearing, the hospital's senior asso
ciate director.

The next step was a $97.2 million
fixed-rate refinancing of the bonds
not included in the tender offer. The
new 26-year $97.2 million issue is
dated Feb. 1, 1985. It includes $55.6
million in serial bonds due in 1987 at a
rate of 6.5% and closing in 2000 at a
rate of 9.5%; $33.3 million in term
bonds due in 2005 and bearing a rate
of 9.625%; $2.5 million in serial capi
tal appreciation bonds due in 1996 at

9.25% through 2000 at 9.8%; and $5.8
million of capital appreciation term
bonds due in 2011 with a yield to ma
turity of 10.5%.

The $97.2 million issue has received
a double-A rating from Standard &
Poor's and Al rating from Moody's
Investors Service, Mr. Fearing said.
The proceeds of the issue will be
placed in an escrow account and usea
to pay interest and principal on the
refunded bonds, he said.

Variable-rate bonds. The third part of
the deal is a new variable-rate $60
million bond issue that will go to

Forbes' Daniel F. Govemile

market around April 1. The proceeds
of this issue will go to the university
to reimburse the full costs of the
tender offer. The issue is due in 2015
and probably will have a conversion
feature that allows it to be changed
into fixed-rate debt. Put features and
the term of floating interest rates will
be set when the deal goes to market. A
bank line of credit for the deal cur
rently is being negotiated.

This complicated arrangement will
result in net present value savings to
the hospital of $22.8 million and gross
future value savings of $92.6 million,
Mr. Fearing said. The hospital will in
crease its debt load from $156.34 mil
lion to $157.2 million, but savings will
come from lower interest rates. The
rate on the $97.2 million 26-year issue

is 9.5%, compared with a 10.6% rate on
the 3O-year 1982 debt. If the hospital
had taken the $60 million variable-rate
issue to market in mid-February, it
would have arranged a seven-day put
feature and an initial interest rate of
5.75%, Mr. Fearing said.

The innovative deal also neatly side
steps the problems that arise when a
hospital wants to refund fixed-rate
debt with variable-rate debt. By law,
the yield on money placed in an escrow
account to refund old debt can't exceed
the interest rate on the new debt. But
when the new debt has a floating inter
est rate, it's almost impossible to meet
this requirement.

The hospital's solution avoids the
problem by refunding some outstand
ing debt with fixed-rate debt. The
hospital canceled the remaining
fixed-rate debt by buying back its own
bonds through the tender offer. It

Forbes' goals were to trim
debt service costs and rid

itself of covenant restrictions

then was free to issue new variable
rate debt that could subsidize the
tender offer, but that wasn't subject
to escrow account restrictions.

"By purchasing the bonds and can
celing them, this part of the deal be
came a refunding rather than an ad
vance refunding," Mr. Fearing said.

Forbes Health Systems. The Forbes
Health Systems deal has the same ad
vantages and uses many of the same
innovative mechanisms. Forbes had
two outstanding 30-year bond issues
-a 1976 issue for $36 million with an
interest rate of 7.6% and a 1981 $54
million issue with a rate of 14%.

Forbes' goals were to reduce debt
service costs through refunding and
to get rid of restrictive bond cove
nants included in the two outstanding
issues, said Daniel F. Governile,
Forbes' senior vice president for fi
nance. Forbes also wanted to increase
its financial flexibility by having a
mixture of fixed-rate and variable
rate debt on its balance sheet, he said.

Forbes' four-part deal began with a .
cash refunding of the 1976 deal.
Forbes put $21 million in cash in an
escrow account. Because it used cash,
the account wasn't subject to Internal

Modern Healthcare/March 1, 1985
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Forbes could have left out equipment financing
or used more variable rate debt, but this bond deal reduced
total debt and aided present value savings, officials say

Revenue Service arbitrage restric
tions. The $21 million, together with
interest earnings, thereby could cover
the $28 million in outstanding 1976
debt. As a result, Forbes saved $7 mil
lion on the transaction, which was fi
nanced by existing depreciation in
vestments and funds that were held
by trustees.

Forbes then mounted a tender offer

for a portion of the 1981 issue. It orig
inally planned to purchase about $11.4
million worth of bonds but ended up
purchasing approximately $14.5 mil
lion at 135% of par, or 6% above the
going market rate. Its tender offer
was financed by a $20 million loan
from Pittsburgh's Mellon Bank N.A.
The funds were borrowed at the prime
rate. .

The remaining portion of the 1981
issue then was refunded with a new,
28-year $49.2 million issue dated Jan.
31. The issue's serial bonds went to a
9.5% rate in 2000 from a 6.25% rate in

1986. Its term bonds, due in 2013, car
ried an interest rate of 9.7% and were
sold at 99.25% of par. Funds have
been placed in an escrow account that
will make interest and principal pay
ments on the 1981 debt. The issue was
insured by New York's Health Indus
try Bond Insurance, a private bond in
surer. It received a triple-A rating
from Standard Ii Poor's.

In March, Forbes will complete the
deal by going to market with a new
$37 million variable-rate issue. Some
of the proceeds will be used to payoff
the Mellon Bank debt. The rest will
fund a $17 inillion equipment loan
project that is awaiting state certifi
cate-of-need approval. The terms of
the 30-year issue, which includes a
conversion olltion, will be decided
when the offering is completed.
Forbes curredUy is considering either
insurance from HIBI or a letter of
credit from Mellon Bank to provide li
quidity for the issue.

As a result of these financial ma
neuvers, Forbes will end up with
$87.5 million in outstanding debt
compared with the $91.1 million it
would have assumed under a tradi
tional refunding. It also ~ill achieve
an estimated net present value sav
ings of approximately $10.6 million,
compared with $4.2 million in esti
mated savings that a straight re
funding would have accomplished,
Mr. Governile said.

"By doing the deal this way, we
have reduced the total qebt involved
in a refunding and significantly im
proved present value savings," Mr.
Governile said.

"There were other things we could
have done-for instance, leaving out
the equipment financing or going
with more variable rate debt--:-but the
equipment financing retained our li
quidity, and we felt that a large
amount of variable rate debt would
substantially increase the corpora
tion's risk.

"We feel our current mixture of
fixed-rate and variable-rate debt p0
sitions Forbes extremely well in this
competitive healthcare environment,"
hesaid. _
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA HOSPITALS AND CLINICS

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

QUARTERLY REPORT TO THE REGENTS

March 8, 1985

Chairman Krenik, Interim President Keller, members of the

Board of Regents, ladies and gentlemen, I have been asked to

represent the Board of Governors this morning in presenting a

summary of the past three months acti vi ties. As you may know,

Mrs. Barbara 0' Grady, who is the Director of the Ramsey County

C; Public Health Nursing Services, was elected as Chair of the Board

of Governors in January. Mr. Bob Lat z, a local attorney whom

many of you know as a former Regent, was elected as Vice Chair.

Customarily, either our Chairman or Vice Chairman would be

deli vering this synopsis. Unfortunately, both Mrs. O'Grady and

Mr. Latz had pre-scheduled commi tments prohibi ting their being

with us today.

Our recent transition in Board membership has been a smooth

one. Shortly after Mrs. O'Grady was elected as Chair, she

fi nal i zed appoi ntments to each of the stand ing committees. We

also held an orientation session to welcome our new members to

the Board.

(.,
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The Governors Report contains four of what we have

considered to be most significant issues. Following an update on

each of these topics, I will very briefly mention a couple of

others under a catch-all category and will conclude by responding

to any questions that you may have.

Incorporation of Critical Care Services

The Governors were pleased with your January approval of the

Hospi tals participation in the separate legal enti ty which will

acquire Bio Medical Research Associates, Inc. (B.M.R.A.) for the

purpose of owning and operating the helicopter program. That

separate legal entity has been named Critical Care Services,

Incorporated. The Board of Governors approved the articles of

incorporation for this separate legal enti ty on February 27th.

The Boards of St. Paul Ramsey Medical Center and Abbott

Northwestern Hospitals are expected to take (or have taken)

similar action to solidify this relationship. We are expecting

to begin transporting patients via helicopter on May 30, 1985.

Strategic Planning and Marketing

We have some exci ting things to report under the general

heading of strategic planning and marketing. The first phase of
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our formal planning process began last Monday. This first phase

is comprised of a series of tasks aimed at analyzing the

Hospi tals existing internal and external environments. In late

spring or early summer of this year you will be asked to approve

the first product of this effort; a reformulated Hospital mission

statement.

Secondly, you will be pleased to know that a television

advertising campaign is currently being finalized. The Board of

Governors cri tiqued a series of story boards for these

commercials at their February meeting. In general, these ads are

designed to gently remind the public of our tradition of

excellence and the availability of our services. The story lines

have been reviewed by several representative consumer groups

throughout the state, including a group of referring physicians.

Each ad concludes with the slogan "there are many fine hospitals,

but there is only one "U"" You will begin seeing those

commercials on televisions state wide on the 18th of March.

Job Evaluation and Comparable Worth

The Board of Governors have spent a considerable portion of

our last two meetings reviewing the process used by the Hospitals

for job evaluation and the related topic of comparable worth.

These discussions have enhanced familiari ty wi th the Arthur

Young decision band method of evaluating the Hospitals jobs and

have, in general, prompted refinement of the comparable worth
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question in all of our minds. The Governors have set, as their

objecti ve, to ensure that compensation deci sions, particularly

with regard to comparable worth, are made so that our social and

legal obligations are met in a manner that considers the

Hospitals financial constraints and competitive environment. The

Governors will consider specific compensation policy options at

our March meeting.

Refinancing the Series 1982 Bonds

As you know, we went to market in early February to

refinance the Ser ies 1982 Bonds. The Governors were extremely

pleased that during a six hour period on February 13th we placed

just over $97 million in conventional long term fixed rate

advanced refunding bonds. The second half of this refinancing

plan is scheduled to be executed with the issuance of

approximately $60 million in variable rate demand bonds in April.

Other

Inpatient activity levels at the Hospital continue to be

lower than anticipated. Outpatient activity year to date is

slightly above budgeted levels and the Hospitals' overall

financial position as of the end of January remains positive. At

our January meeting, the Board of Governors reviewed progress to

date on each of the institutional objectives set for the current

fiscal year. This review was helpful both as an introduction for

new Board members and as a framework for initial consideration of

next years budget.
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Secondly, the Board of Governors has been reviewing, and

recently approved the replacement of the Hospitals mainframe

computer. The Burroughs mainframe that is currently in use was

installed in 1981 and has been functioning at full capacity.

Overall purchasing activity during the months of November,

December and January was slightly elevated due to the acquisition

of a number of capital equipment items and the issuance of some

large contracts. We also saw a higher than average number of set

aside awards during this three month period.

"
The Uni t J construction continues to progress well.

for the move are now underway.

Plans

Lastly, the Hospi tal s recent 1y recei ved noti fication of a

full three year accreditation by the Joint Commission on

Accreditation of Hospitals. This accreditation is contingent

upon the submi ssion of a wr i t ten report whi ch exhi bi ts progress

made by the Hospitals in reducing the number of incomplete

medical records.

This concludes my formal remarks this morning. If there are

questions, I would be happy co respond to them at this point.

Thank you.
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A COMMITMENT TO FOCUS

REPORT OF

INTERIM PRESIDENT KENNETH H, KELLER*

TO THE

BOARD OF REGENTS

FEBRUARY 8, 1985

*Executive summary attached at the conclusion of remarks,
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A CC!.Ml'lMENl' 'ID FOCUS

In 1t:M:!Itb!r, I outlined my views on the general directions that the

university should be taking, buildinq on our planning of the past few years

and neving with a sense of purpose through this period of transitiat and into

the future. It was a set of views based on the identity of the University as

an intemati.alal research university, a 1and~t institution, and a metro

politan university. It was a statement that preSUlted our cx:mni.t:nent to

setting priorities and to making choicesl in short, a cx:mni.tr:ent to focusing

our activities to preserve and enhance our quality.

The response to that sta~t has been positive and supportive and

because of that %espa1S8 and enthusiasm, I believe it is appropriate to

expand upon it and to suggest hew I think 'we shcu1d inplstent it. There are

other reasons as well for taking this next step of makinq clear hew our

cx::nt:li.trrent to focus translates into actions for program enhancement and

program curtailnEnt. Here are two in particular:

First, in sul:r.\itting its request to the Legislature this yeax, the

university has made a r;trong case for both the restoration of adequate

funding to carry out its r.d.ssioo and the flexibility to exercise its cwn

judgnBlt as to hew best to use tb:>se flmds to support its various

programs. '!he Covernor aI'.d the Legi~lature have ooth agreed that the

Board of Regents is the proper body to make programratic choices for the

university. Still, there is no doubt that the support of public offi

cials for our requests can be enhanced by a better understanding of our

strategic plan for the future of the university.
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5ecxmd, in the era of limited growth that lies ahead, the health of

Minnesota's several systems of higher educatial will depend upon the

thoughtful ooordination of their missions. I believe it is appropriate

that the University take the first steps toI.VclI'd that coordination by

defining its programs with a clear sense of its own identity and \-lith a

sensitivity to the capacities of the other systerrs. By so doing, we

will set the stage for the healthy evolution of cx:ztplerrentary missions

for each of the systems, an iItportant step in assuring the maxiltun

return on the State's im1est:lrent in higher education.

'!be following set of proposals grows out of the concepts and priorities

set forth in my NoverrCer report. let ne err;iJasize that these proposals are

proqranmatic rather than budgeta%y in nature. '!hey address a redirecticn of

efforts1 the release of faculty fran certain involvE!lleI1tS to allow them to be

!rOre effective in other activities !rOre central to our mission. '!hey will

not result in reductia1s of faculty althcu;h, to be sure, over tim the

progranruatic redi.recti.on may result in gradual shifts thmugh ncxmal tmnover

in the nurrbers of faculty in various areas. In short, this is r.ot a plan for

bJdgeta%y ret.renchnent.

While the proposals rely heavily a'l the Board's Missioo Statement and

oor institution-wide planning activities they nust, at this stage, be viewed

as my personal recarmendations. In the next m::mth, I plan to invite diSCUE

sien of them within the University and, of course, I expect this Board to

examine them carefully. However, to the extent that my suggestialS are

acceptable, it would be useful for the Board to take early aeticn a'l them.
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let Ire smmarize SCIIe of the key points I made in NJveriber. The L'niver

sity, I I'Bintained, should pursue the Iea1istic goal. of beinq anDnq the top

five public institutioos of higher educatim in the country. '1'0 achieve that

goal, it DUSt maintain the quality of its best programs and iItprove the

quality of those programs which mst directly serve to enhance its role as an

intert".ational research university, a land-qrant institutiat and a metropolitan

university. That IIIl1tifaceted role requires a balance, a balance arrcnq

graduate, undergraduate, and professia1al educatiat and a balance am::mq

teac:hir¥J, research, and service activities.

With respect to its educati.a1al progldlU, I suggested, the thiversity is

seriously out of balance. '!'he "ratio of undergraduates to graduates is so

high that our resources cannot support high quality carprehensively at either

level. Since it is unli.kely that our graduate student nuntJers can grow,

given the limited natia\al pool of applicants and our limited physical space,

it seE!ltS to Il'e best to alloA our undergraduate enrollnents to decrease as the

size of high school graduatim classes diminishes. I believe that we should

then focus 00:

• iJrproving the financial support of qraduate stlXlents to maintain their

current nunbers (or to increase their nurbers in certain fields) and

to increase their quality,

• recruiting high-ability undergraduates who can best benefit fran the

tJni'Jersity' s programs, and

• iJrproving the quality of our undergraduate programs.
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In addition to these general thrusts for iJtproverrent, the University

nust also be selective in progranmatic tems. As a land""9%'ClJlt institution,

our priJna%y obligation is to respald to the needs of society both in chis

region and in the broader camunity that an intematicmal university serves.

Our priJna%y resource for dealing with those needs is our scholarly capacity.

For a program to have a high priority, not onl~' nust it carry out research at

the leadinq edge of knowledge,· but the research should be stiJrulated by the

needs of society and the results should be transmitted to society through

active teae:hi.ng programs, th%Cugh outreach and service activities, thrcuqh

technoloqical transfer. In short, such programs should engage the CXIIIIImity

and the society. 1his is true not CI11y in the traditialal camec:ti.a'UI of our

agricultural pro]"alI&S and :rurai society, but in science and the arts and in

the metropolitan CXII'II1Jnity as well.

Within the context of these lonq-range prograamatic di.rectia1s, the

thiversity IlI1St set imrediate priorities as part of the J:u5get:ary process.

Since these priorities will change fran year to year, it does not seem

appropriate to discuss them in this report. li::Me\'er, they ~7i.ll be the

subject of separate proposals in the near future.

'l11e University nust also define its role anDng the institutions of

higher education in the State. Here, clear directions emerge for preserving

our identity, serving our land-grant mission, workinq ta'lal'd a position of

excellence am:ng research uni.versities, and eatp1E!1teIlting the activities of

the other ~lic systems. In tenns of research and service activities, we

are clear:ly unique, and in graduate and professional educati.a1 we are suI::r

stantially so. Our activities are driven by these responsibilities although
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lNe can still be selective, recognizinq that neighboring statc5 provide

opportunities for Uinnesotans in certain graduate and professiooal fields.

At the undergraduate level, where many other opport\mities exist in l-tinnesota

and its adjacent states, lNe should fashion a role to fit a.tr strengths and

contract our progrmns to achieve a new balance of graduate and undergraduate

activities. In doing so, however, the lir.lited availability of other oppor

tlmities for four-year PJblic education in the Twin Cities area nust be kept

in mind.

In the next several sectiOns of this Iepxt, which are of key iJrpor

tance, I am recxm'IV!nding a mmber of specific programnatic shifts that I

believe will help us to IeaCh a.tr institut.i.ooal goals. '!be shifts deal with

undergraduate educaticm, professional educaticm and the ooordinate ampuses.

I. Undergraduate F.ducatioo

In any discussioo of the Cattraction of undergraduate programs at the

University, the iJrpJrtant issue of access arises and, with it, a concern that

the contraction may represent an undesirable elitisn. The concem is under

standable and might be valid under certain circunstances. I, hcM!ver, do not

think that it is elitist to ensure that there are plblic undergraduate pro

grams of the highest quality - the kind possible only at a research univer

sity - available to M.i.rlnesotans regardless of their e<:alCItIi.c status.

fUrther, I cannot accept the notion that access is effective Wen quality

nust be sacrificed to preserve a breadth of programs for which adequate

funding does not exist. Finally, lNe ItUst not forget that in 1851 when the
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University was founded, there "Jere no other c:pportunities in the territory

for public higher education, while in 1985 there are many such qipartunities.

To ignore them would be anachronistic and might even be criticized as arr0

gant.

In other 'iOrds, access is ~t, but I believe that it ItUSt be

carefully defined. At the undergraduate level, we DUSt offer programs that

are oonsistent with our broader missicn, our standal:ds of quality, and our

distinctiveness, and we DUst make them available to all~ can reasalably

benefit fran them. we should encourage rigor in our programs, but welcxme

all~ seek the challenge of such rigor. Above all, if access is to be

neanir.gful, we DUst assure that the nature of our programs, our apec:tatials,

and our entrance requi.renents are clearly understood by prcspecti.ve students

so that they can prepare for them adequately and enter them lcncw1edgeably.

With these ccasiderations in mind, I have the folJ.a.rl.nq recxJiliendations:

• Eliminate two=year degree Programs in all colleges and at all canpuses

e?CCePt Crookstcn and Waseca. At the unda'graduate level, the focus of

the Qti.wrsity should be em four-year baccalaureate pro;rams. The

c:x:r.r.uUty colleges of the State, including those in the '!Win Cities,

offer awropriate opportunities for associate degrees. Before effecting

this change, however, the University should ensure that transfer of

credit ~ a camunity college will al~ a University student to eam an

associate degree when it is not feasible for the student to cx:xrplete a

four-year program at the University.
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• Eliminate degree and certificate programs fran General College. The

General College has a proud history of providing an open access point t=

the university. '!he original goal of the College was to assist certain

students in making the transition to the various four~ disciplinary

programs in the several undergraduate oolleges. In recent )'ears,

however, the College has taken on additional activities that diffuse its

priIrary focus. For exanple, the associate degree programs and the

certificate programs offered by the College are not consistent with its

original missial since they serve as teIminal degrees short of the

baccalaureate deqree and provide ally limited c:xmtact for tmse students

with the other programs of the University. Eliminating them will help

us to eqbasize that cur Ultimate goal for stlDmts entering General

College is a four-year degree.

The College's baccalaureate programs answer a need for oertai.n nm

traditiaull stments, but they, too, are not central to the mission of

the College. tIlile no two programs are ever identical, t-i!tropolitan

State University's programs rave very similar goals to the College's

two baccalaureate programs. '1'bus, in eliminating the College's pro-

grams, we will not reduce the opportunities for stueents1 ratl'.er, we

will free up excellent faculty ~ro can cootribute to the University in

other ways.

With the elimination of these degree prograr.1S the College can return to

its earlier, valuable mission of assisting students under its open

admission policy and helping them to oorrect their deficiencies in

preparation so that they can nove on into a.lr four-year programs in
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disciplinary areas. The College can playa particularly inp::>rtant role

in the coordinated lower division discussed below. It can becate the

focus of all of our special developtental prograrrs. Indeed, with tr.at

in mind, I also recx:mnend the relocation of the Student Mfairs Leami.ng

centers to the College so that our academic help activities can be rrost

effectively administered•

• Eliminate University l'lithout walls Program. This University College

program has~ a snall I1L1Itber of ncn-tradit:ia1al students well

t:1m:uJh experiential leaminq and individualized pmgIams. Howewr,

like the General College baccalaureate prog%'mns, the OWN activities are

similar to tmse offered at Metropolitan State University. If we

eliminate the University's program, the UoM c:xnmselors llIlOU1d be able to

c:DIb:ine their efforts with tmse of General College and em exmtselors

to create an e.~ advising service for other traditional and ncn

tradi.tia1al pmspective and enrolled University students. we 0JU1d

serve a significantly larger nurrber of students in this way and iItprove

access to the university uarkedly. '!hese oamselors oould also work

with Metro State students to help them to develop a university CUi{XJUent

of their individualized programs, ~m.ere tl".at seems appropriate.

• tTlify and increase entrance stan:1ards across all 'l\Tin Cities under

graduate oolleges (except General College), n.tluth, and ftbrris. At the

present ti.ne, the individual entrance standards used by each oollege and

canpus lead to c:onfusiat am:mq prospective students, advisors, and

parents. By unifying entrance requirerrents and ensuring that they are

appropriately rigorous, the University can playa useful role both in
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encouraging high school students to enrich their progrurns of preparatic~

and in encouraging school boards to increase the availability of appro

priate courses. It is inp:)rtant to note that while I believe that

higher standards should be set in terms of m:ininun course preparation, I

do not believe that increases in grade point average (GPA) standards are

necessa%y or appropriate. As in the past GPA nay well have to play a

role when spaces are lmted, but decreasing lmdergraduate enrollJtent

nay mitigate that prci>lem.

• Coordinate lower divisicn educatial across '!Win Cities units. With

the likelihood of decreased undergraduate enrollments, the opportunity

exists to 1J'rproYe the quality of cur lower divisicn educatial. By

coordinating lower divisicn activities, we ca." prcwi.de increased flmd

bility to stu:1ents to neve fran en! college to another and increase the

availability of special opportunities now offered anly within individual

colleges. '!!lese may ranqe fran honors programs to develcpnental programs.

Increased attenti.cm to lower divisicn in an organized WIrf can also lead

to ~rovenents in the quality of lcwer divisim instmetion. I suggest

that over the next two years we CXX1sider altexnative administrative

arrangenents for carrying out this coordination, including, but not

limited to, a totally integrated lower divisicn (drawing its faculty

fran the collegiate depart:rrents), a nodel similar to our Graduate

SChool.
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II. Professior~l Education

While there arc SCIre similarities beb.een graduate and professional

education, there are also iJtportant differences that allow us to make deci

sions about the size and scope of our professional programs on the basis of a

ncre restricted set of considerations than nust apply in graduate programs.

Graduate students, for eY.arrple, collaborate witJl faculty in their thesis

research1 they also prcm:rt:e the quality of undergraduate education through

teaching activities. Thus, increasinq our graduate student enrollnent

iIrprcves our ability to sexve several aspects of our missiCll and decreasinq

the enrollm!nt. works in the opposite way. In contrast, professimal st:a:3ents

do not interact as closely either in research or undergraduate educatiCll and

these need not be CXI'lSidered iIi detemininq the size or m.mber of our programs.

en the otJler hand, there are financial camections that link all of our

activities. Clearly, the quality of a professia1al training program can be

enhanced by increasing the rescmces we invest in it, but th:>se additia1al

resoorces would not then be available to iJrprove other aspects of ~ SChool's

mission, to iJrprove graduate or undergraduate education, or to enhance

research and service activities associated with all of our educational

activities. If we could achieve the sane enhm\cement of quality by decreas

inq enrollItents, the additional resources that might othendse have to be

ccmni.tted to professional training would be freed for ether uses.

To detemine the feasibility of achieving irrproved quality by reducing

enrollItent in professional schools, it is necessary to consider the demand

for trained professior.als, the availability of similar traini.ng at other

regional schools, tJle mi.ninun class size for cost-effective education, and
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the cost of quality. With these factors in mir.d, I have the follo.-ring

rec::amendations:

• Reduce \mdergraduate class size in SChool of Manage!'l!nt. Underqradu

ate business programs are now available at !!Cst of the State University

System canpuses as well as thl:cugh their extension classes in the '!Win

Cities area. The primary focus of our SChool of .1anaqement is, and

should exmtinue to be, its graduate programs, research activities, and

cutreach. By reducing the undergraduate class size, we can assure

proqrartlS of outs1:andinq quality, usefully linked to our graduate pr0

grams. The School shalld exmsider hew best to ac::carplish this shift,

but the final 1'eSUlt should be a class size no larger than half of the

present enrollnent.

• Reduce uOOergraduate class size in College of Education. As in the

case of ManagetE1'\t, in many areas of professimal teacher education

Minnesotans are well-served by the State University Systen. '!be Univer

sity, therefore, should focus its undergraduate curricul\.ltl on special

programs: preparaticm for teachers of mthematics, science, and lanquage:

special education: and vocaticnal-teehnical education. Its IIDre general

programs should be lir.li.ted to Irodel programs that will provide a vehicle

for effecting the ideas developed throuqh research and will r.laintain tl".e

contact with scbool districts essential to remrining sensitive to their

needs.

• Reduce undergraduate class size in SChool of NurEiing. Here, again,

opportunity is broadly available for undergraduate training at many
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State institutions. The University's essential contribution is in its

advanced degree programs. Accordingly, its ur.dergraduate program should

be structured to appeal to end to serve those intending to proceed to

graduate work•

• cap undergraduate Institute of Techr.ology engir.eering enroll.nents.

'!be need for additi.aml enqi.neerinq graduates by Minnesota industry has

been well dccatent.ed and reductials in the tl'liversity's undergraduate

pmgrams cannot be justified. Q1 the other hand, s1Jlply deal inq with

present enrollJtents will requim significant expansia1 of facilities and

faculty. I believe tbat the primary role of IT UI.1St be in graduate

education, research, and technology transfer. 'D1erefare, while we

should naintain undergraduate enqineering enrollments in IT, we should

not allow them to expand. Ir~tead, IT should cxq:erate in the develop

ment of ur.dergraduate enqineeri.nq programs at OM) and in the State

tl'liversity System, and, indeed it has already bequn to do so•

• Reduce ~lIi program in College of Veterinary fBiic:ine. Although there

have been significant infusions of new resources into Veterinary Hedici1le

recently, the University has not been able to provide an adequate level

of per-student support in the SCb:Jol' G professional education program

(o\}1). '!be problem arises fran the increasing ir.p:>rtan~ of its qradlJc:te

cr.d research proqrarrtG that have required increased funding and its

service programs (nost particularly the Diagnostic laboratory), which

have also required substantially increased funding. Under the circun

stances, it seems reasonable to consider a reductioo in D\t11 class size.

'!W:) factors prarpt such a recamendatioo. First, there is a widely held
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opinion that we are entering an era of overproduction of veterinarians.

5ec::ald, and rrcre iJrportanUy, the university of Wiscx:msin has recently

opened its own SChool of Veterinary Medicine. It seems reasonable to

take advantage of this expanded training capacit'J to reduce our veteri

nazy class size by the nU'l'ber of positions previously reserved for

l1isconsin students and to eliminate Veterinary ~cine fran our reci

procity aqreenent. Such a change would maintain the sane access for

Minnesota students, i1tprove the quality of our veterinaIy education and

relieve the burden at our clinical faculty so that they can increase

their CCI1tr1J::Jutiau; to other aspects of the SChool's mission.

• Cor.sider reductiauI in citJ'er professional school class sizes. The

possibility of ac:hi.evinq~ quality by reducing student m.mi:lers

while mintai.ni.ng CDlStant budget levels e:ti.sts in each of our profes

si.a1al sc:hc:ol programs. sane changes ha\-e already been made in Dentistry

and Medicine, but schools such as raw and Pha1:macy have not yet raised

these questia1s in met1'x:xtical ways. Over the next year, I believe we

should CQ1'1Sider the feasibility and advisability of reducing professional

school class sizes by exam:ininq data (Xl societal needs, applicant pools,

and margiJlal ex>sts or savings with altered enrollments.

• Consider reductions in size and Scope of medical J.'"esidenc'j proarams.

'!be changes in patterns of medical care, the proj~...ed surplus in

PtYsicians, and proposed changes in financing call for a I'ea!>sessnent of

our nedical residency proqrams. It may well be that we should contract

in at least sene of those proqrams and rebalance our activities in basic

medical research and clinical training over tbi! next fe.l years.
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III. Coordinate Canpuses

'n1e role of the ccordinate c:cmpuses in the University's mission has

oc:casionally been questioned in recent years. Few of the questiCX1S have

suggested that the canpus programs should not exist, but many have ~lied

that they could be part of ale of the other systems in the State. 'Ibis, it

is argued, would alIa'1 the University to focus its attentioo on its 'lWin

Cities programs.

I believe it is ir.portant to note that the transfer of any of these

canpuses to CD! of the other systems would not result in any significant cost

savinqs to the State if the missims they presently serve are to be a.:mi.nued.

For similar reasa1S, such a transfer would result in no financial benefit to

the University's other programs. 'l'he%efore, the decisim on where to locate

these cmrpuses in the State's higher education system shalld be based on a

C clear statement of their individual focus and an assessrrent of which system

can provide optimal support. for that focus. Although I believe that these

canpuses can better serve the needs of the State by sane shm:peninq of focus,

I also believe that the JlI)re clearly defined directions I would reoamend for

them can best be carried out if they rerrai.n part of the University of f.1i.nne-

seta. '!be CXililents which fol1cM for each car.pus expand en this noticn.

• Crookston and Waseca: '!be distinctive characteristic of these t\.~

year technical colleges is their unmatched capacity for providing

technical aqricultural educati.cm. 'lbeir proximity to branch stations of

the Agricultural ~riJrent Station, their faculty, their facilities,

and their ~rkinq relatianship with faculty and programs a'\ the St. Paul

canpus all support. and enhance that capacity.
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I believe that it is in the interest of the State to focus two-year

agricultural education on the Crookston and '"7aseca carrpuses, transferring

it fran the other systems in which it is now offered. I also believe

that our carrpuses should examine their programs and phase out those

activities that do not depend upon our agricultural offerings since

these latter programs can well be carried out in other post-secondary

systems. Finally, I IeCXiiiletld that both cazrpuses becate part of the

Institute of Jqriculture, Forest:l:y, and HelIe Fa::manics. 'Ibis oould help

to streamline the acinini.strative operation of the cmrpuses and help to

achieve a fuller integration of activities to take even greater advantage

of the association of these canpuses with the University•

• Duluth: '!be size and diversity of Duluth make it, in m:my ways, an

independent c::cmprehensive university. Because tM> is ccmni.tted to

research and scr.e graduate and professional education, its association

with the University is valuable in pravidinq its faculty access to

various faculty developnent opportunities and seed r.DleY -research

grants. It is reasonable to e>:peet the carpus to function as the

land-grant University seNi.ng the northeast reqion of the State. '!his

iriplies particular attention to the needs of the reqion and increased

activity in its research, outreach, and service programs. It also

i1Tplies the sane narrowing of focus in its undergraduate programs

suggesu.>d for the '!Win Cities: eliminating its associate degree pro

grams, setting entrance standards identical to those proposed for the

'!Win Cities undergraduate colleges, restricting its undergraduate

prof~ssional programs to the extent that other opportunities exist for

similar training, and exami.ninq the content of its undergraduate
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programs in such areas as language training, mathematics, and science,

to ensure that undergraduates arc challenged in the oourse of their

studies and rewarded by the quality of the education they receive•

• !t>rris: 'nle university's canp1S at ~brris offers one of the nest

exciting opportunities in public education in the country7 the possibil

ity for State residents to attend a srall, hcm::lgeneous liberal arts

college usually available only in the private sector. The opportunity

is not an easy aw to maintain. In a sna11 state college, there is

great pressure to diversify offerings to keep enrollm!nts up. This,

however, leads to a diversificatial of faculty, which, in turn, leads to

an inability to maintain a rich liberal arts program.

It is clear that fobrris has been terpted to opt for "self-preseIVation"

by seeking the diversity necessaxy to attract a greater range of students.

were that to be its din!ctia\ in the future, I believe the carcpus would

lose its uniqueness and it would be less cbvicus why it should rerrain in

the uni""ersity system. Its role as a liberal arts college, however, can

be nuch nme easily maintained within the University than elsewhere.

'nle opportunities for faculty developnent and exchange, the integrated

recruiting of prospective students, the possibility of developing

coordinated programs with the '!Win Cities are all of great bene=it in

carrying out that focused mission.

It is my strong reccmrendation that MJrris should remain in the

university of Minnesota system and retain and enhance its cxmni1T.ent to

a liberal arts curricu1\D. Indeed, I believe that the caJtPUS must r.DVe
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rore vigorously to be a small liberal arts college, rather than a small

Colleqe of Liberal Arts. '!hat is, rather than encouraqing individual

majors, and courses chosen on the basis of satisfyinq group require

Irents, it should take advantage of its size to develop an integrated

core curricul1.m\. For exanple, such a curriculum could be based on

rrulti-discipl.inaJ:y courses, staffed by faculty in several disciplines,

with each course displayinq the integration inherent in a liberal arts

program. Students cculd take this a:JlilQl set of =urses and augnent

ther.l "lith electives in areas of particular interest. It is clear that

if the canpus is to move in this direction with the CXI'laJrrenc:e of the

University, the support for M)rris DI1St be based primarily an the need

to ILBintain pmgram integrity rather than an student enrollments. 'n1e

interest of the State in providing a diversity of opportunities to its

citizens warrants a cxmni.tItent to this approach.

rY. Continuing Education and ~sion

No discussion of focus within the University would be eatplete without

attentia1 to Ca1tinuing Education and Extension, a key a:Jlponerlt in the

activities of any land-<Jrant institution. As we focus our educational

missicn \lith respect to our on-earrpus activities, we should ensure that these

goals are reflected in our outreach activities as "-"ell. Thus, while our

outreach activities should increase in the future in recognition of our

1D.nd-qrant mission, they should also be stroeturec1 to draw on our particulur

strengths. For exanple, we should increase our efforts to provide access to

our specialized and unique programs, particularly at the graduate level. we

~ should also ensure that all resources of the University that have potential
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to meet outreach needs are tapped. Finally, we should be at the forefront in

developing new organizational and technical nechanisms for delivering botll

infomal instruction and fomal degree programs to Minnesotans around the

State.

In the light of these general cc:mcents, I recatilend the follCMing:

• Increase utilization of university expertise in Agricultural Extension.

'D1e Agricultural EKtensicm service has a lonq histo~ of using the

resources of the St. Paul canpus effectively to deal with the prd:>lems

of rural Minnesota. Its future developrent can reflect the new focus

suggested in this report by expansicm of its efforts in the metropolitan

camuni.ties of the State, by tapping the resources of our l-1inneapolis

units as well as our St. Paul units in meeting cxmrunity needs, and by

inteqratinq our Crookston and waseca faculty in Extensicm activities as

they beccma part of the Institute for Agriculture, Forest:xy, and Hare

Econanics•

• Shift Continuing Fducation offerings to reflect Universitv curricular

strengths rather than narket cirC\JT\Stances. 'D1e delive~ of credit

oourses by the division of Continuing Education and EKtensicn has been

driven to a great extent in the past by market ccnsiderations. As a

result, their offerings are skewed toward lC\o'er division courses, thus

failing to reflect the special strengths of the Uni''e%'si~J and saretiJoos

overlapping with the EXtension activities of the other systems of higher

education. I reccmrend that CEE be funded on a budget basis rather than

an ineare basis so that we can nalify its range of offerings based on
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the University's role azronq the institutions of higher education in the

State•

• Consider setting admission standards for credit offerings in CEE.

As in t:b! case of our regular day school offerings, access DUSt be

defined carefully to enSlre that we do not use it in such a way as to

limit the quality of the progral'lS to which we provide access. For

exanple, I believe we should cau;ider the adoption of admission standards

and prerequisites for CEE credit CXlUrseS. 'D1is would have clear advantaqes.

For exanple, if all students in a CDlrse have had adequate preparation,

the class am be taught at a level nme profitable to all of them.

P\lrther, better centrol of Extensia\ admissia1S will ease the way for

increased use of~ and EKtensicn courses in degree programs. Finally,

the applicatial of similar standards to all students would ease the

prcblem of CXltbining day and Extensicn courses. TIU1S, we could accarplish

~th our aim of enhancinq the quality of our courses and our aim of

increasinq the flexibility of cur course delivery•

• Coordinate Extension activities with other higher educatiat systems.

As \Ye begin to ir.crease t:b! rcJnge and specialization of our EKtension

offerings, we will certainly increase opportunity for 11i.nnesctans, but

we are also likely to decrease total enrollItents. ':'his cculd be offset

in part if \Je can ~rk successfully with other systems of higher education

to ensure that we are not offering c:x:IIl:letinq programs. we should be

prepared to offer courses in other areas of the State in situations in

whicJ'1 t:b! University has sate special expertise, just as we welcare tr.e

EXtension efforts by other systems in fields where we believe the tJr'I.iversity
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should phase out its programs. lie shalld clearly avoid similar offerinas

in the same geographical areas •

• Anticipate and exploit new technologies for instructional deliveIY.

'1be deliver"j of courses, workshops, cultural productials, public affairs

infonnation, and other activities to a wider audience will be helped in

the future by new carputer, teleconferencinq, and nedi.a transmission

technoloqies. CEE should be shifting its budgetaJ:y investment and its

creative enerqies to projects that can exploit these new technoloqies to

allcM others to benefit fran the University's unique strenqths. In this

effort, the eqbasis should be a'l program content rather than technical

devel.optent and a'l programninq that cannot be carried out in other

higher education systel!s.

THE mx;mSlTE STATE M:SPOOSE

'1be rec:cmnendations that I have r.ede in the preo!dinq paragraphs offer

exciting possibilities for the University to increase its value to the State

and to set the staqe for a new era of ooordinatia'l aITD1'19 the State's insti

tutions of higher education. It is not possible or appropriate in a report

of this kind to deal with the details 0= these changes and, indeed, sane I!USt

be studied further to deteJ:mi.ne whether they are advisable. I believe that,

to the extent that tl'1ey are adcpted, we shculd seek to ir.plement tr.em during

the next biennium, approving the plans for each change with the help and

guidance of our new President.
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Ha~r - and it is a large ar.d inp)rtant caveat - I canr.ct and do T.ot

recull:eOO the iItplE!l'lB1tation of arrj of these changes unless and until the

current State approach to funding of the Universi~J is trodified to rerteve the

counterincentives that currently exist to focusing' our e.ctivities. For tmder

the present circumstances, far frtr.\ strenqtheninq the University, many of

these chimges would seriously ,,~ the i.nstitution's financial support.

Average cost funding, in its present fom, would reduce the University's

awrq>riatial in proportial to its decrease in IUI'lbers of students. '!bus,

deliberately allowir.g a decrease in student nunbers so that our funds cculd

be used in a DDre focused way to irIprove the quality of educatial would be a

vain effort because the funds W:W.d disappear. Indeed, the situaticn'MOUld

worsen because such fixed costs as Il'aintenanee, fuel and utili.ties \olCUld

~ remain requiring sate of the instIucti.ona.l dollars left to be used to cover

them, and, thus, leaving even fewer dollars for t:eachinq.

'!be rigid 33 percent offset to our instnlcti.onal appropriation that ItUSt

be provided through tuition is a further CXUlterincentive to ~~se changes.

The University has been forced over many years to charge~ than the

average offset to students in low-cost programs since it had to charge less

than the a'rerage offset to those in high-cost programs if access and carpeti

tiveness \'Jere to be reil'ltained. ':'he ct-.anges I have proposed ",'OUld tend to

reduce the size of these low-cost programs, but doing so \o1OUld certainly not

be advisable if it resulted in substantial tuition increases for our renaining

students as, unfort\mately, it would under the present systan.
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Finally, these changes preSUte and require an increased level of coopera

tion with the other systems of higher education as we exchange functions in

areas such as agriculture, as we work together with non-traditianal students,

as we sort out our roles in continuing education. I am encouraged by my

prel.i.mi.na%y conversations with the heads of other systems to believe that

they will welc:x:r.e this cooperation but, of course, the details remain to be

worked out.

In short, to the extent that these recaliieudations are acceptable to the

Board of ~ts, I believe that they should be viewed as a pmposal to the

State, a proposal to work with the University to enable us to eany out these

e:tlanges.. If we are successful~ I believe that the University of Minnesota

will emerge as an even better instituticm, stralger in its programs, IrDre

responsive to the needs of the State, and an even qreater cxmtributcr to the

natial l s well-beinq.

t<HK:kb
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: A COMMITMENT TO FOCUS

To strengthen its identity as an international research university, a land
grant institution and a metropolitan university, the University of Hinnesota must
take steps during the ne~t two years to sharpen its focus -- to decide what it does
best, to concentrate on that, and to leave the other higher education institutions
in Hinnesota to concentrate on what they do best.

To that end, the follpwing recommendations, if adopted by the Board of Regents,
can be seen as the University's proposal to the state of how the University can
emerge as an even better institution; stronger in its programs, more responsive to
the needs of the state, and an even greater contributor to the nation's well-being.
It can also be seen as an effort to help the publio better understand the
University's planning prooess.

But to be successful, t'he University's effort aust be met by changes in the
state's approach to funding the University, which creates counterincentives to some
of the efforts outlined here. Hany ot the proposals deal with oorreoting the
seriously out-ot-balance ratio ot undergraduates to graduate students by allowing
undergraduate enrollments to decrease, but the University's etforts would be self
destructive as, long as average cost tunding directly links state appropriation to
the number ot students enrolled.,' Siailarly, the proposals tend to oall tor
reduction in the size ot low-oost undergraduate programs, which have been
subsidizing higher-oost protessional and graduate programs under the rigid
requirement that tuition tund 33 percent of instructional oosts.

The following proposals -- which are programmatic rather than budgetary -- deal
with four major elements ot the University system: undergraduate education,
proCessional education, ooordinate oampuses, and ContinUing Education and Extension.
This is not a plan for bUdgetary retrenchment.

I. Undergraduate Educatioa

--Eliminate two-year degree programs in all colleges and at all campuses except
Crookston and Waseca.

--Eliminate degree and oertificate programs from General College.

--Eliminate the University Without Walls program.

--UniCy and increase entrance standards across all Twin Cities undergraduate
colleges (except General College), DUluth, and Horris.

--Coordinate lower division education across Twin Cities units.

II. Professlonal F~ucatiOD

--Reduce by 50 percent undergraduate class size in the School of Hanagement.

--Reduce undergraduate class size in the College of Education.

--Reduce undergraduate class size in the School of Nursing.

--Cap undergraduate engineering enrollments in the Institute of Technology.
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--Reduce doctor or veterinary .edicine program in College or Veterinary
Hedicine.

~ --Consider reductions in other proressional school class .izes.

--Consider reduotions in .ize and .oope or .edical residenoy proarams.

III. Coordinate Cupuea .

Crookston and Wa.eca: To .ake these oa.pu.e. the tocu. or two-year agricultural
education in Hinne.ota, the tollowing .hould be done:

•

--Tran.rer .i.ilar proara.a tro. other .tat. hish.r education .y.tem. to the
Crook.ton and W••ec. ca.pu••••

--Ph••• out non-.grioultur.l proar••• and .ctivitie. at Crookston and W•••ca.

--Inoorpor.t. Crook. ton and Wa.eo. into the In.titut. ot Aaricultur.,
For••try, and Ho•• Ioono.io.. .

DUluth: UHD .hould funotion .. the land-srant univ.rsity .erving the northea.t
region or Hinnesot. and .hould underao the •••• n.rrowins ot toou. in it.
und.rsr.du.t. prolr••••• tho•••uIS•• t.d tor th. Twin Citi•• o.mpu.. Thi.
0.11. tori

--Attention to the n••d. ot th. reSion .nd incr••••d .otivityin re••arch,
outreach, and .ervio. prosr••••

--Eli.ination ot ..soci.te desree prosr.ms.

--Est.blishment ot entranoe .tand.rd. identical to those proposed tor Twin
Cities o••pu. underar.duate proar••••

Horris: Inste.d ot beins a •••ller ver.ion ot the Univer.ity'. Collese or
Lib.r.l Art., the Horri. o••pu••hould work vilorou.ly to become ••mall
liber.l .rt. oollese by"t.k1ns .dvant.se ot it••ize to develop an integr.t.d
core curriculu.. Such. ourrioulu. could be b••ed on .ulti-disciplinary
courses, .t.rred by t.oulty in .ever.l discipline.. Student. oould take this
common set ot oourses and ausment the. with elective. in area. or particular
interest. To.ove in this direotion, support tor Horris must be based
primarily on the need to ••int.in prosr•• intesrity r.ther than on st4dent
enrollment.

IV. Continuing Education and Extension

--Increase utilization or University .xpertise in Asricultural Extension.

--Shirt Continuing Education ort.rinss to retl.ct University curricular
strengths rather than .arket ciroumstances.

--Consider .ettins .dmission standards tor cr.dit orrerings in eEE.

--Coordinate Extension .ctiviti.s with other higher education systems.

~ --Anticipat. and .xploit n.w technolosie. tor instructional delivery.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

HEALTH SCIENCES STUDENTS' FINANCIAL AID SURVEY

November, 1984

Selected Highlights of Information Collected

1. The total response rate for all programs is 62.9% or 2,061 of 3,276
potential student respondents. The range of response percentages is
24.4% to 90.9%.

2. The average percentage of students paying in-state tuition is 95.7%
Most programs have more than 95% of students paying in-state tuition
either as residents or on a reciprocity/contract basis. The exceptions
are Pharmacy and Public Health which have 12.9% and 15.6% of their
students paying non-resident tuition rates, respectively.

3. The average tuition cost for all students is $61/credit or $1,405/quar
ter with the maximum existing in Medicine and Veterinary Medicine pro
grams and the lowest in Radiologic Technology. Students in Radiologic
Technology coincidentally have the lowest financial debts both present
and projected. However, they responded with the highest percentage of
anxiety about financial concerns (95.0%).

4. The average age of all respondents is 25.4 years with the oldest set of
students in the Public Health Program at 29.4 years. The lowest average
age is found in Medical Technology at 22.0 years. Occupational Therapy
students have an average age of 26.2 years and have the highest average
number of dependents (including themselves) at 1.65.

5. The most common types of support are loans (71.3% of all students) and
self-support (66.2% of all students). Note: Students were allowed to
check many sources of support; therefore, the total of all sources
exceeds 100%. The percentage of all students who receive any form of
scholarship or grant (Federal, State, other) is 23.1%. The range of
percentage of students receiving any form of scholarship or grant goes
from 52% in Public Health to only 5% in Veterinary Medicine.

6. Within the loan categories, the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) is the
most commonly used with 70.0% of all students obtaining GSL support.
The four programs with the highest average (resident and non-resident)
tuition are: Medicine-Twin Cities ($1,797/quarter), Medicine-Duluth
($1,727/quarter), Dentistry ($1,556/quarter), and Veterinary Medicine
($1,426/quarter). All of these programs have greater than 80% of their
students holding GSLs.

7. The average total financial indebtedness (excluding home mortgages)
reported for the time the students entered their respective programs
ranges from $100 in Medical Technology to $90,000 in the Medicine-Duluth
program. The average for all students is $6,700.
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I~ 8. The average total indebtedness (excluding home mortgages) reported by
the health sciences students for the present time (November 1984) ranges
from $200 to $120,000 with an average for all students at $15,955.

9. The average total indebtedness projected by all students to when they
will graduate ranges from $500 in Dental Hygiene and Nursing to $140,000
in Dentistry. The average for all students is $27,165.

10. When asked what the consequences of a financial aid decrease or cutoff
would be, 24.1% of the students indicated they would have to drop out of
their respective programs. The extremes are 12% in Medical Technology
and 36.3% in Veterinary Medicine.

11. If tuition increased at the same rate as in 1984-85, 6.5% of all students
indicated they would have to drop out of their respective programs.

12. Nearly 70% of all students consider the future repaYment of their educa
tional costs a factor in deciding the type of employment they will seek
upon graduation. Over 24% will consider it a factor of high degree.

13. The anxiety caused due to financial concerns of the students is astound
ing. More than 41% report "considerable" anxiety, and 91.8% report
"considerable" or "some" anxiety due to their financial situation. Only
4.9% report no anxiety.

14. As for level of parents' education, 51.3% of the fathers and 36.8% of
the mothers have at least a college degree. In addition, 34.3% of the
combined parents' income is reported to be below $30,000 and 16.7% above
$60,000.

15. The financial independence of students from their parents averages 68.3%
for all programs with the highest reported percent in Public Health (86.5%)
and the lowest in Radiologic Technology (45.0%).

16. When a comparison is made amongst the years all of the students entered
their respective programs, most programs show expected trends of concur
rent increases in age of students, percent married, average number of
dependents, and percent living off campus.

17. On the average, students' financial indebtedness when entering their pro
grams has increased yearly since 1980. Students who entered prior to
1981 entered with an average indebtedness of $5,210. Students who entered
during the present school year (1984) reported an average debt of $7,188.

18. The percentage of all students having loans increases as the time in their
programs increases. This year's entering class (1984) had 62.8% of all
the health sciences students with loans. All program classes that entered
in 1981 have 85.5% of their students currently holding loans of some type.

19. The entry level indebtedness and percent of students with loans is commen
surate with the anxiety level. More than 91% of the entering 1984 class
reported "considerable" or "some" anxiety about their finances whereas
100% of the 43 respondents entering prior to 1981 reported such.
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20. The percent of students entering in 1984 who consider themselves financially
independent from their parents is 63.4%. This percent increases as the stu
dents progress in their programs and reaches 76.4% of the students who
entered in 1981.

21. An extremely important aspect of this survey was the collection of personal
comments about each student's financial situation. We received comments on
580 of the 2,061 responses and have included a number of them with the
report section of each program. They are worth reading in their entirety
and tell a story that the data cannot.

A selected sample from each program is given below.

Medical Student - Twin Cities
"I have been on my own for 10 years (since age 18). My parents have not
contributed anything. I am about to complete a combined degree (MD-MPH) at
the end of January 1985. By combining it, I required only 4~ years of
study vs. 5-6, actually a good deal financially. However, these years have
been intolerable because of financial pressure. I have taken every loan
available to me --- my last one at 15% (accruing at present time). There
have been periods when I had $20 to my name, I don't eat lunch and I spend
unnecessary time commuting by bus, etc. etc. etc. I have had it. Medical
education is for the wealthy. Those of us climbing up from the working
class are in for financial disasters."

Nursing Student
"My parents' combined income this past year was a result of only my mother
working. My father has been unemployed for 1~ years. However, my mother
makes a good salary. Because of my parents' income I was unable to get a
loan. I have not received any money from them and whenever I lived at
home I payed rent. I think it's a crime that I cannot get a loan!"

Dental Hygiene Student
"I think it's~ unfair that I am not eligible for financial aid. My
father is retired and must work part time in order for me to attend school.
Because my parents are not totally in debt, it appears we have sufficient
funds for my education---well we don't. The money we have now must last.
I do not understand why families with mortgages, car payments, and plenty
of money to pay for it all are able to have financial aid when my family
is penalized for staying out of debt."

Occupational Therapy Student
"If I were not in a scheduled program, I would have dropped out due to the
increased tuition. The reason I stayed was that I was not able to decrease
the amount of credits I could take --- it was sink or swim. If tuition had
been raised this year, I would have needed to get an additional job or
increase hours where I work now. This would have cut down on how much time
and energy I could devote to school. It's cut down now the way it is. I
appreciate your efforts of last year to keep our costs down as much as you
did. THANKS!"
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8:00-11:00 study

dinner
dinner
dinner
dinner
dinner

Dental Student
"It's damn hard to get good grades when taking 25+ credits per quarter plus
working 25 hrs./week, knowing you're still barely meeting the bills. It
also leaves little time for your fiance, wife, or girlfriend. Easing the
rising financial problems one way or the other (i.e., more lucrative 10ans/
grants or halt to increased tuition) would allow students to concentrate
both their mind & time more efficiently on their education and personal
relationships. A typical week:
Mon.: 8a.m.-6p.m. school 6:30-7:30
Tue.: 8a.m.-6p.m. school 6:30-7:30
Wed.: 8a.m.-6p.m. school 6:30-7:30
Thu.: 8a.m.-6p.m. school 6:30-7:30
Fri.: 8a.m.-6p.m. school 6:30-7:30
Sat.: 8a.m.-5p.m. work
Sun.: 8a.m.-5p.m. work
I need to quit a job! I'm wearing myself out!"

Medical Technology Student
"The tuition rate for Medical Technology students is unbearably high. If I
had known beforehand the cost of tuition relative to other programs I may
not have enrolled in this program. Something must be done to maintain the
viability of this program."

Medical Student - Duluth
"I would prefer a lower income upon completion of schooling (Peace Corps,
Inner City, etc.). However, my massive loans (45-50,000) by that time may
exclude these options. Some say that medicine is becoming an occupation
for the independently wealthy. The increasing financial burdens make me
question my occupational choice."

Pharmacy Student
"If tuition goes up I will really have a hard time getting through school.
I will probably drop out, and I have worked very hard to get here!"

Physical Therapy Student
"I really think beginning a career $10,000 in debt with the earning potential
of P.T. is excessive burden. It affects my concentration on studies a great
deal & my parenting."

Public Health Student
"No support from family. Recent high increases in tuition have made it very
difficult to continue in school here. I have had to work almost full time
to finance my education while trying to juggle work hours with classes and
still find time to study. Any further increases would be disastrous."

Radiologic Technology Student
"I would like to get my full aid but they don't consider me a full-time
student because I only have 8-10 credits a quarter. With the Rad. Tech.
program, I have 6 classes which is more than a full-time student plus I put
in 40 hours a week of clinical time. I am looking for outside work after
those 40 hours because my aid gets cut. We need help!"
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Veterinary Medicine Student
"After attending the College of Vet. Med. for ~ years, I am very disillu
sioned with professional programs. I feel that they are becoming more &
more elitist & that there is little space in them for students from middle
class or lower backgrounds. I have worked nights, weekends, holidays, &
vacations throughout my years here in order to remain in school. At times,
in financial desperation, I have arranged to miss classes in order to work
more hours. I have been unable to attend any of the extra seminars offered.
It has been very frustrating not being able to take full advantage of the
education I am paying for & to know that my grades are not truly reflective
of my capabilities. It is a sad realization to know that there are goals
&aspirations denied qualified people simply by virtue of their economic
status. The rich get richer & the poor stay poor. This is not a philo
sophical musing but a daily reality for those of us swimming against the
current of this nation."
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